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1992-1993
OPEN WATER FISHING 
REGULATIONS
WILLIAM J. VAIL, COMMISSIONER 
NORMAN E. TRASK, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
MAINE DEPARTMENT OF INLAND ;
FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE j
284 State Street, Station 41, Augusta, ME 04333 ;
REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS
(Game Wardens and Biologists)
Ashland 435-3231 or
Sidney 547-4145 or
Bangor 941-4440 or
Gray 657-2345 or
Greenville 695-3756 or
(toll free) 1-800-322-4011
(toll free) 1-800-322-3606
(toll free) 1-800-322-2033
(toll free) 1-800-322-1333
(toll free) 1-800-322-9844
If you are unable to locate a warden at the above numbers, contact 
f  either the department office in Augusta (289-2766) or the nearest State 
Police barracks.
ADDITIONAL REGIONAL BIOLOGISTS
Sidney 547-4161 Machias 255-3772
Enfield 732-4131 Strong 778-3324
STATE POLICE TOLL FREE NUMBERS
Augusta
Skowhegan
Thomaston
1-800-452-4664
1-800-452-4664
1-800-452-4664
Houlton 1-800-432-7384 
Orono 1-800-432-7381
Gray 1-800-482-0730
(The above numbers may be used to report a fire, ONLY if a fire warden 
or forest ranger cannot be reached.)
Members of Commissioner’s 
Advisory Council
OGDEN SMALL, Caribou 
ALANSON B. NOBLE, Otisfield 
GENE BROWN, Lisbon Falls 
CARROLL CUTTING, Sebago 
GARY COBB, North New Portland 
JOHN CRABTREE, Warren 
WILMOT ROBINSON, Millinocket 
EUGENE CHURCHILL, Orland 
C. THOMAS JAGGER, Sanford 
JOSEPH P. ROBBINS, Machias
ALERT US
POACHERS ARE THIEVES!! 
HELP US CATCH THEM
Anti-Poaching Hot Line
1-800-ALERT US (253-7887)
TIPS ON HOW TO RELEASE FISH
By carefully following these simple instructions you can release your fish.
1. Time is of the essence. Play and release the fish as quickly and carefully 
as possible. An exhausted fish may be too weak to recover.
2. Keep the fish in the water as much as possible. A fish out of water is 
suffocating and may injure itself on rocks, etc.
3. Be gentle. Keep your fingers away from the gills. Don't squeeze the fish. 
Small fish may be held gently around the middle. Let the fish swim from 
your hand upon recovery. Larger fish may be held securely by holding the 
tail and the bottom jaw area. If a net is used, be sure it is fine meshed to 
avoid injury to the gills and eyes.
4. Remove the hook with small pliers or use your thumb and forefinger to 
shake it loose. If the hook cannot be easily removed, cut the leader, the 
hook will rust out rapidly. If the fish is bleeding profusely or injured in any 
way, it may not survive.
5. To revive the fish, hold it in a swimming position in the water and move it 
back and forth gently until it is able to swim away.
6. Lake trout (togue) often have expanded air bladders after being pulled up 
rapidly from deep water. If the belly appears expanded, gently press your 
thumb along the stomach near the paired belly fins and move your thumb 
forward a few times to remove the air from the bladder, then proceed as 
in #5 above.
TT PROJECT ■LandShare
Landowners providing public access
For more information contact: 
Maine TREE Foundation 
PO Box 1024, Augusta, ME 04330 
(207) 622-3002
PUBLIC 
ACCESS TO 
PRIVATE 
FORESTS:
AN ENDURING
MAINE
TRADITION.
FIRE PERMITS
Using fire outdoors often requires a permit. Check with 
town fire wardens in organized towns and with forest 
rangers in unorganized territory.
Fish Consumption Advisory
Trace amounts of dioxin have been detected in 
fish tissue in certain sections of the Penobscot, 
Kennebec and Androscoggin Rivers. The Maine 
Department of Human Services currently advises 
that persons planning to eat more than one 8 
ounce fish meal per month should consult with 
the Department as to possible or potential health 
effects, and that pregnant women not consume 
fish from those rivers. This advisory is subject to 
revision or recision during 1992 and 1993 as 
new or additional data becomes available. For 
information regarding any such revisions or 
recision, please consult local postings or call the 
Department of Human Services at 289-3707.
Hydro-Electric Facility Warning
Many rivers have hydro-electricfacilities which create a DANGER 
OF RAPIDLY CHANGING WATER LEVEL without warning. For 
personal safety reasons, we urge fishing from river bank only in 
such areas.
WARNING:
Maine has a tough “OUT (operating under the 
influence) provision in its boating law. A person 
is guilty of criminal violation if that person oper­
ates or attempts to operate any watercraft: 1) 
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or 
drugs or acombination of liquor and drugs, or; 2) 
while having 0.08% or more by weight of alcohol 
in that person’s blood. An enforcement officer 
may require a blood alcohol test when 1) the 
officer has probable cause; 2) when that person 
is involved in a watercraft accident
FISHING LICENSE FEES
(Prices do not include the $1 agent fee). 
(License fees subject to change for 1993 season)
RESIDENT
FISHING (16 and older).....................................................................................15.00
COMBINATION FISHING AND HUNTING..................................................... 28.00
SUPERSPORT*................................................................................................. 38.00
COMBINATION FISHING & ARCHERY......................................................... 28.00
1-DAY FISHING**................................................................................................ 5.00
3-DAY FISHING**.............................................................................................. 17.00
SERVICEMAN COMBINATION *“ ................................................................. 15.00
DUPLICATE (Must be obtained from Clerk who issued original) .................. 1.00
(‘ SUPERSPORT LICENSE: A combination fishing and hunting license which 
allows an individual to make a financial contribution toward the management of 
fish and wildlife over and above the normal license fee).
(**A 1-day or 3-day fishing license may be exchanged by a Maine resident for a 
season fishing or combination hunting and fishing license upon payment of the 
agent’s fee (3-day) and (1-day) plus the difference between that fee and the fee 
for the annual license).
(*** Maine resident permanently stationed outside the State of Maine).
NON-RESIDENT
SEASON FISHING (16 and older)................................................................... 42.00
COMBINATION FISHING & HUNTING...................................................... 107.00
15 DAY FISHING**............................................................................................30.00
7-DAY FISHING................................................................................................. 26.00
3-DAY FISHING................................................................................................. 17.00
1-DAY FISHING................................................................................................... 5.00
JUNIOR FISHING (12-15 YEARS).................................................................... 5.00
ALIEN SEASON FISHING (16 AND O LD ER )................................................62.00
ALIEN COMBINATION FISHING & HUNTING.............................................160.00
DUPLICATE (through Department Office in Augusta o n ly ).............................1.00
(“ Non-resident 15-day fishing license may be exchanged for a non-resident 
season fishing license upon payment of $12.00 plus the agent’s fee.
EXPIRATION: Unless otherwise specifically provided, ail licenses expire on 
December 31st of the calendar year for which they were issued.
HIGHLIGHTS OF MAINE BOATING LAW
(For further information or a complete copy of the Federally approved Maine Boating
Law, contact the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, 284 State Street,
Station # 41, Augusta, ME 04333; phone: 289-5230). See Special Fishing Rules
for WATERS HAVING RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF MOTORS ON WATER­
CRAFT.
1. Any boat equipped with machinery of any horsepower must be registered, 
including boats such as sailboats, canoes, dinghies and rowboats. The OPERA­
TOR must have the valid registration certificate on board and available for 
inspection at all times the boat is in operation.
NOTE: Before a boat can be registered, the owner must 1) submit proof that the 
excise tax has been paid to their town tax collector or that the boat is tax exempt 
and, 2) pay sales tax or use tax on all boats purchased from another person 
(casual sale). Assigned registration numbers, validation stickers and excise tax 
decals must be displayed on both sides of the bow of the boat, in that order.
2. Boats validly registered in other states having a federally approved law can 
operate, for a period of 60 consecutive days, without licensing in Maine.
3. Craft less than 16 feet and all canoes and kayaks regardless of length, must carry 
at least 1 Coast Guard approved personal flotation device (PFD), Types I, II, III 
or IV (buoyant cushion) for each person aboard; craft 16 feet or longer must carry 
a Type I, II or III for each person aboard, PLUS 1 Type IV device immediately 
available in craft. See Maine Boat Law for requirements for carrying passengers 
for hire or other commercial purposes.
4. Boating accidents involving personal injury, death or property damage estimated 
at $300 or more must be reported to a law enforcement agency by the quickest 
means possible.
5. Prudent and reasonable speed is required at all times; operation to endanger 
persons or property, in a reckless manner, or under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs, is prohibited.
6. Watercraft operating between sunset and sunrise must display lights and carry 
such other safety equipment required by federal and state law.
7. An operator of a boat of more than 10 horsepower must be at least 12 years of 
age unless under the immediate supervision of a person at least 16 years of age.
8. For waterskiing restrictions, see the Maine Boat Law.
Indian who is a member of the Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, MaliseetorMicmac 
tribe.
(d) A free license to fish or hunt will be issued, upon application, to any Maine resident 
who is a war veteran, has a service connected disability of 100% or has served 
in a combat zone AND has a service connected disability of 70% or more.
(e) A free license to fish or hunt will be issued, upon application, to Maine residents 
or non-residents (if reciprocal privileges exist in the home state of the non­
resident) who are suffering from the loss, or loss of use, of both lower extremities.
(f) The Commissioner may, upon application, issue free fishing permits covering 
groups of patients or inmates at certain State institutions, nursing homes, adult 
foster care facilities, etc. (Details may be obtained from the Department’s 
Licensing Division in Augusta).
(g) A free fishing license will be issued, upon application, to any mentally retarded 
person (as defined in Title 20-A, §7001, sub-§3).
3. OTHER FISHING LICENSE PROVISIONS:
(a) A resident license to fish, hunt or trap will be issued, at the appropriate fee, to any 
person who is serving in the U.S. Armed Forces and is permanently stationed at 
a military base in Maine (includes spouse and children if they permanently reside 
with that person).
(b) A resident license to fish or hunt will be issued, at the appropriate fee, to any 
citizen of aforeign nation under 21 years of age who is living with a family in Maine 
in connection with any cultural or educational exchange program.
(c) A special combination license to fish and hunt will be issued at the appropriate 
fee to any serviceman who is on active duty in the U.S. Armed Forces and 
permanently stationed outside of Maine, provided he can show proof that his 
home of record as recorded in his service record is Maine. (Includes spouse and 
dependent children).
4. GUIDE’S LICENSE:
(a) Any person who receives any form of remuneration for his services in accompa­
nying or assisting others while fishing, hunting, trapping, boating, snowmobiling, 
or camping is required to have a guide’s license.
(b) No person may act as a guide until he is 18 years of age.
(c) Any person who wishes to become licensed as a guide must submit an application 
to the Commissioner on forms provided by the Department.
(d) Any person who has not previously been licensed as a Maine guide will be 
required to pass an examination before a Board of Examiners.
(e) Qualified applicants may be licensed as guides in either master or specialized
classifications.
(f) Any guide who uses a motorboat in connection with his guiding activities, must 
obtain a motorboat operator’s license.
5. CHILDREN’S CAMP LICENSE: A camp fishing license will be issued, upon 
application, to any boys’ or girls’ camp. This license allows any of the boys or 
girls who are under 16 years of age to fish in the lake or pond adjacent to the 
camp. Fees for this license are as follows:
(a) Camps which enroll under 50 campers - $44.00
(b) Camps which enroll between 50 & 75 campers - $69.00
(c) Camps which enroll over 75 campers - $100.00
6. CAMPTRIP LEADER’S PERMIT: Boys’ and girls’ camps which conduct trip 
camping activities within the State must comply with certain laws including a 
requirement that the staff member in charge of each trip hold a trip leader’s 
permit. There is an initial $14.00 fee for this permit which may then be renewed 
annually upon payment of $9.00. For further information contact the Depart­
ment office in Augusta.
7. FISHING DERBIES & BASS TOURNAMENTS: A PERMIT MUST BE OB­
TAINED priortoconductingafishing derby or tournament. Special permits and 
regulations apply to Bass Tournaments. For further details, contact the IF&W 
Fisheries Division, 284 State Street, Station # 41, Augusta, ME 04333.
FREE FISHING DAYS
In accordance with 12 MRSA, Section 7035, §11, any Maine 
resident, unlesstheir license hasbeen revoked or suspended, 
may fish w ithout a license in the inland waters during any 
free fishing day established pursuant to th is section. The 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife has adopted the 
fo llow ing free fishing days fo r the 1992 & 1993 open water 
fishing seasons:
June 21 ,1992  and June 20,1993 .
ATLANTIC SALMON FISHING REGULATIONS
Regulations on Atlantic salmon fishing are contained in a publication of the Atlantic 
Sea Run Salmon Commission. Copies are available from wardens and license 
agents in the vicinity of Atlantic salmon rivers and from offices of the Fish and Wildlife 
Department, Marine Resources Department, and Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Com­
mission.
A special salmon license is required to fish for Atlantic salmon in all inland waters of 
the state and certain designated coastal waters. This salmon license is required in 
addition to a regular fishing license in all inland waters. Fees: Residents: $10; Non­
residents: $30. Salmon licenses may be purchased from the Fish and Wildlife 
Department, Augusta office, or from clerks of certain larger cities, certain larger 
sporting good stores, or regular license agents in the vicinity of the Atlantic salmon 
rivers.
LAWS PERTAINING TO LIVE BAIT AND BAIT DEALERS
A. Live bait restrictions. It is unlawful for any person to take, sell, use or possess, 
either dead or alive, for use as bait for fishing in inland waters, any pickerel, 
goldfish, yellow perch, white perch, bass, sunfish, crappie, hornpout, carp, 
alewife, or any spiny-finned fish.
B. Importation of bait-fish prohibited. It is unlawful to import into this State any
live bait-fish or smelts.
C. Bait Dealer’s License. It is unlawful for any person to deal in live bait-fish or live 
smelts without first obtaining avalid baitdealers license. (NOTE: A person may 
take live bait for their own use, by the use of hook and line or bait trap only, if that 
person holds avalid fishing license).
D. Permit to take bait from closed waters. Any person (including licensed bait 
dealers) who wishes to take live bait-fish from inland waters which are not 
currently open to fishing must first obtain a written permit from this Department. 
There is no charge for this permit. (NOTE: No permit is required to take bait-fish 
from inland waters during the open fishing season on those waters).
E. Bait traps to be marked. All bait traps and bait holding boxes must be marked 
with the name and address of the person who is taking or holding the bait. (For 
further information or a complete copy of laws and regulations pertaining to live 
bait and bait dealers contact the DIF&W, 284 State Street, Augusta, Maine 
04333; phone: 289-2571).
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LAWS PERTAINING TO LICENSES
1. FISHING LICENSE: A person is required to obtain a valid fishing license 
prior to fishing in inland waters or transporting fish taken from inland waters.
(a) A person is required to keep his fishing license with him at all times while fishing 
or transporting fish and must show it to any warden, department employee, 
guide or landowner upon request.
(b) Possession of fishing tackle in the fields or forest or on the waters or ice of this 
State without a fishing I icense is pri ma facie evidence of fishi ng in violation of the 
law.
(c) Maine residents are required to obtain fishing licenses from the town clerk in 
the town in which they live or, if they live in an unorganized township, from the 
town clerk or agent in the nearest town. (Note: It is the responsibility of the 
applicant to submit proof of residency).
(d) Non-residents (including aliens) may obtain fishing licenses in person or by 
mail from the Department office in Augusta or from any of the numerous non­
resident license agents throughout the State.
(e) A Maine resident (and members of his immediate family who live with him) may 
fish without a license from his own land if he lives on that particular piece of land 
and the land is used exclusively for agricultural purposes.
(f) Maine residents under 16 years of age and non-residents under 12 years of age 
may fish without a license.
(g) In-patients at the Veterans Administration Hospital atTogus may fish without 
a license within 25 miles of Togus. (Note: Patients not under immediate 
supervision of a hospital representative must have a valid hospital pass while 
fishing).
2. COMPLIMENTARY LICENSES: (Obtainable at the Department office in 
Augusta, except that Maine Indians must obtain licenses from their respective 
tribal headquarters).
(a) A free license to fish will be issued, upon application, to any Maine resident who 
is blind.
(b) A free license to fish, hunt or trap will be issued, upon application, to any Maine 
resident who is 70 years of age or older. (Application may be made at any time 
during the calendar year of their 70th birthday). Most town clerks issue Over 70 
hunting/fishing licenses.
(c) A free license to fish, hunt or trap will be issued, upon application, to any Maine
BOUNDARY WATERS BETWEEN MAINE & NEW BRUNSWICK
IN AROOSTOOK COUNTY: St. Francis River, Glazier Lake, St. John River, 
Monument Brook, North Lake, The Thoroughfare between North and East Grand 
Lake, and East Grand Lake.
IN WASHINGTON COUNTY: East Grand Lake, Mud Lake, St. Croix River, 
Spednic Lake, Grand Falls Flowage east of a line between red markers on the St. 
Croix River below Vanceboro from McAlister’s Point and Abbott’s Point, and St. 
Croix River Flowage. The following regulations apply on above waters.
OPEN SEASON: April 15 through September 30.
DAILY BAG LIMITS: Daily bag limit on salmon, trout and togue: Five (5) fish, 
not to include more than 2 salmon and 2 togue, all 5 may be trout. Total weight 
of these fish not to exceed 7 1/2 pounds (3.5 kg.). Daily bag limit on black bass: 
Apr. 15 - June 30:1 fish; July 1 - Sept. 30: 3 fish . Daily limit on smelts: 200. 
Whitefish: 8 fish. All other species (except Atlantic salmon): NO LIMITS.
MINIMUM LENGTH LIMITS: Landlocked salmon: 14 inches (35 cm.); Togue: 18 
inches (45 cm.); Bass: 10 inches (25 cm.); Trout: 6 inches (15 cm.)
EQUIPMENT: Not more than 1 line per person.
LEGAL HOURS: From two hours before sunrise to two hours after sunset.
Legal fishing hours and open season herein do not apply to the taking of smelts 
from waters or portions thereof naturally free of ice.
BAIT: Use or possession of spiny-finned fish for bait is prohibited.
EXCEPTIONS:
St. Croix River from Unionville bridge line to the Milltown Dam: S-5 
Spednic Lake and the St. Croix River from Mud Lake: Closed to the taking 
of bass.
INDIAN TERRITORY
As a result of the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980, the Indian 
Tribal-State Commission may adopt fishing rules or regulations for certain 
waters within or adjacent to Indian territory. At the time of this publication, the 
Commission has adopted regulations on the following three waters: Round 
Mountain Pond, T2R5, Franklin County; Alder Stream, T2R5, Franklin 
County; and East Branch Lake, T3R9, Penobscot County (See listing 
under appropriate county heading).
Parcels of Indian territory include the following:
PENOBSCOT NATION: Franklin County: Alder Stream Twp., (T2R5). 
Penobscot County: T2R9 NWP (western portion), T3R9 NWP (eastern 
portion), T6R8 WELS (western portion) Argyle Twp. (northern portion) and 
T3R1 NBPP (northeastern portion). Piscataquis County: T6R8 NWP.
PASSAMAQUODDY TRIBE: Franklin County: Lowelltown, T 1R8 WBKP. 
Hancock County: T4ND. Somerset County: Holeb T6R1 NBKP, Prentiss, 
T4R4 NBKP Hammond Twp., T3R4 NBKP, Alder Brook Twp., T3R3 NBKP, 
Pittston Academy Grant, T2R4 NBKP, Soldiertown Twp, T2R3 NBKP. 
Penobscot County: T3R9 NWP, T5R1 NBPP, TAR7, WELS. Hancock 
County: T4ND, T3ND. Washington County: T5ND BPP; T19 MD, Indian 
Twp., Pleasant Point in Perry.
Anyone wishing to fish on waters that occur within or adjacent to Indian 
territory should contact the appropriate Indian agency for further information.
PENOBSCOT INDIAN NATION: Department of Natural Resources, Old 
Town, ME 04468; Phone: 827-7776, Ext. 230.
PASSAMAQUODDY TRIBE: Ranger Department, Box 301, Princeton, ME 
04668; Phone: 796-2301, Ext. 29
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY & BORDER WATERS
BORDER WATERS BETWEEN MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE:
Umbagog Lake, Upton, Maine; Errol/Cambridge, New Hampshire (waters of 
Umbagog Lake include the waters of the Androscoggin River upstream of the Errol 
Dam, the waters of the Magalloway River within the State of New Hampshire, and 
the waters of the Rapid River upstream to the marker at Cedar Stump in the State 
of Maine).
Great East Lake, Acton, Maine; Wakefield, New Hampshire
Salmon Falls River, Acton, Lebanon, Berwick and South Berwick, Maine; Milton,
Rochester, Somersworth, and Rollinsford, New Hampshire.
Province Lake, Parsonfield, Maine; Effingham, Wakefield, New Hampshire. 
Balch Pond, Acton, Newfield, Maine; Wakefield, New Hampshire 
Horn Pond, Acton, Maine; Wakefield, New Hampshire
Milton Watershed, Lebanon, Maine; Milton, New Hampshire - Milton Watershed 
includes all of the Milton Three Ponds - Northeast Pond, Milton Pond, Townhouse 
Pond (Beginning at the dam in Milton to the influx of the Branch River and the Salmon 
Falls River).
Lower Kimball Pond, Fryeburg, Maine; Chatham, New Hampshire.
Spaulding Pond, Lebanon, Maine; Milton, New Hampshire.
The following regulations apply on the above waters:
No more than 2 lines are permitted at any one time.
Nodead or living pickerel, goldfish, yellow perch, white perch, bass, sunfish, crappie, 
horned pout, carp, alewifeorany spiny-finned fish shall be taken, sold or possessed 
for use as bait for fishing in New Hampshire - Maine border waters.
OPEN WATER FISHING SEASON: Apr.1 - Sept. 30, open to the taking of all 
species. Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, closed to all fishing; (Exception: See Great East Lake Ice 
Fishing)
GEAR RESTRICTIONS: April 1 - June 20, bass may be taken only with artificial 
lures and flies.
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DAILY BAG LIMITS:
Trout, lake trout (togue) and salmon: 5 fish limit, but no more than 2 salmon, 2 lake 
trout (togue), 2 rainbow trout, 2 brown trout, or 2 brook trout 
Pickerel: 5 fish 
Bass: 3 fish
Smelt: 2 quarts by hook and line only (Exception: Kimball Pond)
All other species: No bag limits.
MINIMUM LENGTH LIMITS:
Salmon: 14 inches
Lake trout (Togue) 18 inches. (Exception: Great East Lake)
Brook trout: 6 inches. (Exception: Lake Umbagog)
Brown and Rainbow trout: 10 inches in lakes and ponds - 6 inches in rivers and 
streams.
Bass: 12 inches
All other species: No length or weight limits.
EXCEPTIONS TO THE BORDER RULES:
Umbagog Lake: Open water fishing season and bag limits: see border rules. Min. 
length limits: lake trout (togue): 18 inches; salmon: 14 inches; brook trout, orown 
trout and rainbow trout: 10 inches; bass: 12 inches; all other species: no length or 
weight limits.
Great East Lake: Open water fishing season and bag limits: see border rules. 
Minimum length limits: lake trout (Togue): 14 inches and lake trout (togue) between 
17 and 23 inches must be immediately returned unharmed to the waters from which 
taken; salmon: 14 inches; brook trout: 6 inches; brown trout and rainbow trout: 10 
inches; bass: 12 inches; all other species: no length or weight limits. Tributaries 
closed to the taking of smelts.
Lower Kimball Pond: No exceptions to the border rules, except smelt dipping is 
allowed.
YORK COUNTY I
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See 
Special Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Except as noted below, length limit on brook trout in lakes and ponds in YORK 
County is 8 inches.
SEE BORDER WATERS WITH NEW HAMPSHIRE ON PAGE 32.
Adams Pond, Newfield. S-24.
Barker Pond. Lyman. S-13
Boulter Pond, York. Closed to all fishing.
Chase’s Pond, York. Closed to all fishing.
Deer Pond, Hollis. S-13, S-19, S-21
Ell Pond, Sanford, Wells. S-6 from April 1 through June 20; S-4 thereafter. No 
motorboats of more than 6 horsepower allowed.
Folly Pond, York. Closed to all fishing.
Great East Lake, Acton. S-9.
Great East Lake tributaries. S-1.
Horne Pond, Limington. S-2, S-3.
Lake Arrowhead (Ossipee Fiowage, Ledgemere Pond), Limerick and 
Waterboro. S-24. From Apr. 1 to June 20: all bass caught must be 
immediately released; June 21 to Oct. 31: 2 fish limit only 1 which can 
exceed 14 inches; all bass greater than 18 inches must be released.
Little River, Berwick. From Messenger’s Bridge on the Long Swamp Road 
downstream to the Hubbard Road: S-6; all trout caught must be released 
immediately
Lone Pond, Waterboro. S-6.
Long Pond, Parsonfield. S-2; S-3, except the area approximately 4,000 feet 
as designated by red markers on the southeast shore of the lake including the 
outlet (Brown Brook) and the tributary from West Pond.
Merriland River, Wells. From the northbound lane bridge of the Maine 
Turnpike to the upstream side of the Rt. 1 bridge: S-6, S-19, S-21 from Apr. 1- 
Aug. 16; from Aug. 16 to Sept. 30: daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish 
in the aggregate.
Middle Pond, York. Closed to all fishing.
Moose Pond, Acton. S-13
Mousam Lake, Acton, Shapleigh. S-2, S-3.
Mousam River, Kennebunk. From the dam at Rt. 1 downstream to tidewater: 
S-6, S-21. Open to fishing until November 30; from Apr. 1 to Aug. 15: S-19; 
from Aug. 16 to Nov. 30, daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the 
aggregate.
Ogunquit River, Wells. From the northbound lane bridge of the Maine Turnpike 
to the upstream side of the Rt. 1 bridge: S-6, S-19, S-21 from Apr. 1 to Aug. 15; 
from Aug. 16 to Sept. 30, daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the 
aggregate.
Ossipee Lake, Little, Waterboro. S-2, S-3, S-11.
Ossipee River, Little, Newfield and Shapleigh. From the stone dam immedi­
ately above Rt. 11 in North Shapleigh downstream to Bridge Street in Newfield, 
including Davis Brook from the Mann Road downstream to the confluence with 
the Little Ossipee River: Artificial lures only. All trout caught must be released at 
once.
Round Pond, Lyman. S-6.
Saco River: Dayton, Buxton: From Skelton Dam downstream approximately 1/2 
mile to designated red markers: S-19; Hollis & Buxton: From West Buxton Dam 
downstream approximately 1/2 mile to designated red markers: S-19. DANGER: 
The area south of the Upper York Dam (West Channel), in Saco and Biddeford, 
is subject to sudden fluctuations in water level due to automated operation 
of dam gates. Fishermen are advised to use caution because of the danger 
of rapidly rising water levels. Bank fishing pnlv is rscpmmendadL 
Sand Pond, Sanford. No motorboats of more than 10 horsepower allowed. 
Spicer Pond, Shapleigh Twp. Opens May 1. S-6. No motorboats allowed. 
Warren Pond, South Berwick. S-6.
Wilson Pond, Acton. S-2, S-3.
York Pond, Eliot. Motorboats with internal combustion engines prohibited.
Monroe Pond, West, T43MD. S-4, S-19. Closed to fishing in even-numbered 
years.
Mud Lake (Upper and Lower), Alexander. S-24.
Munson Lake, Twp. 18 & 19. S-24.
Musquash Lake, West, Talmadge, T6R1. S-27
Narraguagus River. 1) Closed to all fishing within 100 feet of the ice control 
dam at Cherryfield. 2) From 100 feet above the ice control dam and extending 
upriver approximately 1 3/4 miles to red markers situated on each side of the 
river: general law fishing, with single-pointed hook (except Atlantic salmon) is 
permitted from May 1 to Aug. 15; from Aug. 16-Sept. 30, artificial lures with 
single-pointed hook (except Atlantic salmon), daily limit on salmon, trout and 
togue: 1 fish in the aggregate.
3) Closed to all fishing is that portion of the Narraguagus River from a red 
marker at the mouth of Sodom Brook in Deblois, downstream approximately 
150 yards to a red marker. 4) Above Deblois bridge, taking of fish is prohibited 
except by use of a single hook on a line. 5) Below Deblois bridge, fly-fishing 
only. 6) See Atlantic salmon regulations. 7) See Schoodic Brook.
Nash’s Lake, Calais. S-2, S-3, S-13.
Oxbrook Lake, Upper and Lower, Talmadge, T6ND, T6R1. S-2, S-3. No 
motorboats allowed.
Orange Lake, Whiting. S-24 
Patten Lake, Waite, etc. S-24 
Peep Lake, T30MD. S-4.
Pennamaquam Lake, Charlotte, etc. S-24.
Pickerel Lake, Brookton. S-24.
Pickerel Lake, Topsfield. S-24.
Pike Brook Pond, East, T18MD. S-4.
Pike Brook Pond, West, T18MD. S-6, S-19
Pineo Pond, Deblois. S-5. Pineo Pond shall be called a great pond.
Pleasant River and tributaries, Beddington, T24MD, T18MD, Columbia, 
Columbia Falls. S-13. Also see Atlantic salmon regulations.
Pleasant River Lake and tributaries, T29MD & Beddington. S-1, S-13. 
Pocomoonshine Lake, Princeton, etc. S-24.
Pocumcus Lake, T5&6ND. From Apr. 1 to June 20, daily bag limit on bass: 2 
fish; all bass greater than 12 inches must be released; From June 21 to Sept. 
30, daily bag limit on bass: 2 fish between 10 inches and 12 inches except that
1 may exceed 16 inches in length.
Pork Barrel! Lake, T6R1. S-19, S-21.
Rocky Lake, Twp 18. S-24.
Rocky & Sunken Lakes, Marion, Whiting. S-27 
Round Lake, Charlotte. S-24.
Round Lake, Twp. 18 & 19. S-24.
St. Croix River. S-7. See Atlantic salmon regulations.
Salmon Pond, T30MD. S-4.
Schoodic Brook, Cherryfield. Closed from red post at its mouth to red post 
1,000 feet upstream.
Schoodic Lake, Cherryfield, etc. S-13.
Seavey Lake, Wesley. S-24.
Seavey Lake, Little, Wesley. S-24.
Second Lake, Twp. 18. S-24.
Second (Gardner’s) Lake. Marion. S-24
Second and Third Lakes Old Stream, T37MD. Min. length limit on splake and 
brook trout: 14 inches; Daily limit on splake and brook trout: 2 fish in the 
aggregate.
Shattuck Lake, Calais, Robbinston. S-4, S-19.
Shaw Lake, T6R1. S-24.
Simon Lake, Codyville. S-24.
Simpson Pond, Roque Bluffs Twp. S-4. No motorboats allowed.
Six Mile Lake. Marshfield, etc. S-4.
Spectacle Ponds, Twp. 19. S-24.
Sucker Lake, Danfortn. S-24.
Sunken & Rocky Lakes, Marion, Whiting. S-27 
Tomah Lake, T10R3N. Closed to all fishing.
Tomah Lake, Little, Topsfield, etc. S-24.
Trout Lake, T31MD. S-24 
Unnamed Pond, T31MD. S-19.
Vining Lake, Cooper. S-19.
Voses Lake, Calais. S-24.
Wabassus Lake, Twps. 5 ,6 ,43 . S-24. Closed to the taking of bass.
Cathance Lake, and all tributaries. Cooper & Pit. 14. S-13, S-27..
Cathance Lake, Little, Pit. 14. S-13.
Chain Lakes (1st, 2nd, and 3rd), Twp. 26 and 31. S-24.
Chain Lake, Lower, T5. S-24.
Chalk Pond, Beddington, etc. S-24.
Clifford Lake, Twp. 26 and 27. S-24.
Coleback Lake and tributaries& outlet down to barrier dam, Charlotte. S-4.
Conic Lake, Baring. S-24
Cranberry Lake, Upper, Twp. 30. S-24.
Cranberry Lake, Lower, Twp. 30 and 36. S-24.
Crawford Lake, Crawford, etc. S-24.
Crooked Brook Lake, Forest. S-24.
Crooked Brook Flowage, Danforth. S-24.
Dennys River, that portion of the Dennys River in the town of Dennysville and 
Pit. 14 from a red painted marker approximately 100 feet upriver from the mouth 
of Batson Meadow Spring to a red painted marker approximately 100 feet 
downriver from Batson Meadow Spring, closed to all fishing. See Atlantic salmon 
regulations.
Drake Lake, T10R3N. S-24.
Farrow Lake, Topsfield. S-2, S-3.
\ Fulton Lake, Northfield. S-24.
Getchell Pugs, Twp. 43. S-24.
Grand Falls Flowage, Princeton, Baileyville, etc., west of a line between red 
markers on the St. Croix River below Vanceboro from McAlister's Point &
Abbott's Point, & St. Croix River Flowage: From Apr. 1 to June 20, daily bag 
limit on bass: 2 fish; all bass greater than 12 inchesmust be released; From June 
21 to Sept. 30, daily bag limit on bass: 2 fish between 10 inches and 12 inches 
except that 1 may exceed 16 inches in length.
Grand Lake Stream, Grand Lake Stream Pit., etc. S-5 from Apr. 1 to Sept. 30, 
including that portion of the stream adjacent to the hatchery pools. Closed to all 
fishing within 150 feet of Grand Lake Stream dam. From Apr. 1 - Aug. 15: S-19, 
S-22; from Aug. 16-Sept. 30, daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in 
the aggregate.
Grand Lake, West, T6R1, Grand Lake Stream, etc. From Apr. 1 to June 20,
daily bag limit on bass: 2 fish; all bass greater than 12 inchesmust be released; 
From June 21 to Sept. 30, daily bag limit on bass: 2 fish between 10 inches and
12 inches except that 1 may exceed 16 inches in length.
Greenland Cove Brook, Danforth. S-1.
Grover Lake, T31MD. S-24.
Hadley’s Lake, East Machias. S-24.
Hot Brook Lake, Lower, T8R4. S-24. Daily limit on white perch: 25 fish.
Hot Brook Lake, Upper, T8R4. S-24.
Hound Brook Lake, T 1R2. S-24.
Indian Lake, Whiting. S-4.
Jackson Brook Lake, Brookton. S-24.
Josh Lake, Whiting. S-24.
Keene’s Lake, Calais. S-2, S-3.
Ledge Pond, Charlotte. S-4.
Lewy Lake, Princeton, etc. S-24. From Apr. 1 to June 20, daily bag limit on 
bass: 2 fish; all bass greater than 12 inches must be released; From June 21 
to Sept. 30, daily bag limit on bass: 2 fish between 10 inches and 12 inches 
except that 1 may exceed 16 inches in length.
Lily Lake, Trescott. S-4, S-19.
Lily Lake, T30MD. S-24.
Little River Lake, Twp. 43. S-24.
Long Lake, Wesley, etc. S-24.
Long Lake, Marion Twp. S-19, S-21
Long Lake, Princeton, etc. From Apr. 1 to June 20, daily bag limit on bass: 2 
fish; all bass greater than 12 inches must be released; From June 21 to Sept. 
30, daily bag limit on bass: 2 fish between 10 inches and 12 inches except that 
1 may exceed 16 inches in length.
Machias Lake, First, and Second, Twp. 37 MD. S-24.
Machias Lakes, Third and Fourth, T5ND, T41 MD, T43MD. Closed to the 
taking of bass from April 1 to June 20; from June 21 through Oct. 31: Daily bag 
limit on bass: 1 fish; minimum length limit: 15 inches.
Machias River, Holmes Bay. See Atlantic salmon regulations.
Machias River, East, and tributaries. See Atlantic salmon regulations. 
Meddybemps Lake, Alexander, Baring Pit., Meddybemps. S-13, S-24. 
Moneymaker Lake, Robbinston. S-27 
Monroe Lake, T34MD. S-4.
Monroe Pond, East, T43MD. S-4, S-19. Closed to fishing in odd-numbered 
years.
WALDO COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Beech Pond, Palermo. S-24.
Bowler Pond, Palermo. S-6, S-13, S-19, S-21.
Cain Pond, Searsport. S-24.
Cargill Pond, Liberty. S-24.
Carlton Bog, Troy. S-24.
Coleman Pond, Lincolnville. S-24.
Cross Pond, Morrill. S-24.
Ducktrap River, from Tilden Pond to tidewater, Lincolnville, etc. S-5; Min. length 
limit on brook trout, 10 inches. Daily limit on brook trout, 2 fish. River open until 
Oct. 15 from the confluence of Black Brook to tidewater. See Atlantic salmon 
regulations.
Halfmoon Pond, Brooks Twp. S-4.
Halfmoon Pond, Searsport, Prospect. S-13 
Hurds Pond, Swanville. S-24.
Kingdom Bog (Dave’s or Lilly Pond), Montville. S-24.
Knight Pond, Northport. S-24.
Lawry Pond, Searsmont. S-24.
Levenseller Pond, Lincolnville & Searsmont. S-24.
Little Pond, Liberty. S-17.
Megunticook Lake, Lincolnville, and tributaries. See Knox County.
Nichols Pond, Swanville. S-4.
Pitcher Pond, Lincolnville & Northport. S-13, S-24.
Quantabacook Pond, Searsmont & Morrill. S-24.
St. George Lake, Liberty. S-17, S-22.
St. George River (See Knox County).
Sandy Pond (Freedom Pond), Freedom. S-24.
Sheepscot Pond and River, Palermo. 1) Closed to all fishing from 150 feet 
above the dam on the outlet of Sheepscot Lake to 200 feet below the hatchery 
pools, Palermo. 2) From 200 feet below the hatchery pools to the upstream 
(northern) side of the Route 105 bridge in Somerville: Open to fishing from April 1 
to Sept. 30: S-6, S-11, S-27 Also see Lincoln County.
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Smith's Mill Pond, Morrill. S-24.
Stevens Pond, Liberty. S-24. Motorboats with more than 10 horsepower 
prohibited.
Swan Lake and tributaries, Swanville, etc. S-2, S-3, S-10; minimum length 
limit on togue: 23 inches.
Tilden Pond, Belmont. S-24.
Toddy Pond, Swanville & Brooks. S-24.
Trues Pond, Montville. S-24.
Turner Mill Pond, Palermo. S-24.
Unity Pond (Winnecook Lake) tributaries, Unity, Troy and Burnham. S-1.
WASHINGTON COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
WASHINGTON COUNTY EXCEPTION: MINIMUM LENGTH ON BASS: 10 
INCHES.
SEE BOUNDARY WATERS WITH NEW BRUNSWICK ON PAGE 33.
NOTICE: ALL TAGGED BASS CATCHES FROM ANY AND ALL WATERS IN 
WASHINGTON COUNTY SHOULD BE REPORTED, BY TAG NUMBER, TO 
THE DEPARTMENT OFFICE IN EITHER AUGUSTA OR MACHIAS.
Barrows Lake, Alexander. S-24.
Baskahegan Lake, Topsfield, etc. S-24.
Bearse Lake, Meddybemps and Baring. S-24.
Beaver Lake, Calais. S-24.
Beaver Dam Lake, North and South, Twp. 26. S-24.
Big Lake, No. 21 Twp. Indian Twp., etc. From Apr. 1 to June 20, daily bag limit 
on bass: 2 fish; all bass greater than 12 inches must be released; From June 21 
to Sept. 30, daily bag limit on bass: 2 fish between 10 inches and 12 inches 
except that 1 may exceed 16 inches in length.
Bog Lake, Marion. S-27 
Bowles Lake, T31MD. S-24.
Moose Pond, Bowtown Pit. S-4.
Moose River. (A) From confluence of Holeb Stream (T6R1) to Attean Pond 
(T5R1): S-6. (B) Attean Pond, Attean Twp., to Brassua Lake: S-19. (C) From 
Brassua Lake Dam to the red markers at the Rock Pile Pool: River and 
tributaries: S-1. -S-13, S-21. -Open from May 1 to August 15, artificial lures 
only; daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate; from 
August 16 to September 30, fly fishing only; daily bag limit on salmon, trout 
and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate. (D) From the red markers at Rock Pile 
Pool to Moosehead Lake: Regulations same as (C) above, but without the 
artificial lures restriction between May 1 and August 15.
Morrill Pond, Hartland, etc. S-2, S-3.
Mosquito Pond, The Forks. S-4.
Moxie Lake, The Forks, etc. S-4.
Moxie Long Bog, Bald Mt. Twp. Closed after August 15. No motorboats 
allowed.
Moxie Pond, Little, T2R4. S-4, S-27.
Mud Pond, Chase Stream Twp. S-4.
Mud Pond, Attean. S-16.
Nokomis Pond, Palmyra. S-24.
North Pond, Mercer, etc. S-24.
Otter Pond, Big, T2R1. S-4.
Otter Pond, Bowtown. S-4.
Otter Pond, Little, T2R1. S-6, S-19.
Otter Pond, North and tributaries, Bowtown. S-6.
Palmer Pond, Mayfield. S-4.
Pariin Pond and tributaries upstream to Route 201 and outlet (Parlin 
Stream) down to the confluence with Bean Brook, Johnson Mt. Twp. and 
Parlin Pond Twp. Casting and trolling with artificial flies only. Daily limit on 
salmon and trout: 2 fish in the aggregate. Min. length limit on salmon: 12 
inches; on trout: 10 inches.
Penobscot Lake and tributaries, T3R5 NBKP, etc. S-4, S-27.
Penobscot River, West Branch. See Piscataquis County.
Pickerel Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-5.
Pierce Pond, Upper Pierce Pond & Thoroughfare (so-called), T2R4, 
Bowtown Twp. S-6, S-21; Closed to fishing until May 1.
Pleasant Pond, Caratunk. S-4.
Rancourt Pond, Dennistown Pit. S-5.
Ripley Pond, Ripley. S-24.
Robinson Pond, Caratunk. S-4, S-27.
Rock Pond, T5R6 BKPWKR. S-5.
Roderique Pond, Rockwood Strip. S-6, S-19.
Round Pond, Chase Stream Twp.. S-5, S-27. No motorboats allowed.
Round Pond, Squaretown. S-5. Min. length limit on trout: 8 inches.
Rush Pond, T4R5. S-4.
Russell Pond, T5R16. S-5, S-27.
Seboomook Lake, Seboomook Twp. S-27 
Sibley Pond, Canaan, Pittsfield. S-24.
Smith Pond, Parlin Pond Twp., etc. S-4.
Snake Pond, Johnson Mountain Twp. S-5, S-19, S-27.
Socatean Stream, from the red posts at the lake upstream to the Scott Paper 
Company, Middlesex Road, closed to all fishing. See additional regulations 
under Piscataquis County — Moosehead Lake.
Spaulding Pond and tributaries, Dole Brook Twp. S-4.
Spectacle Pond, King and Bartlett Twp., etc. S-4.
Spencer Lake, Hobbstown. S-27
Spencer Stream and tributaries, T3R4, etc. S-5.
Split Rock Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-5.
Spring Lake, T3R4. S-2, S-3, S-4.
Spruce Pond, Lexington Twp. S-5.
Sugar Berth Pond, Dennistown Pit. S-4.
Supply Pond & tributaries & outlet to barrier dam, Moose River Pit., etc. S-4. 
Ten Thousand Acre Pond and tributaries, T1R6. S-4.
Tobey Pond, Johnson Mountain Twp. S-5.
Turner Pond, Big and Little, Forsythe Twp. S-6, S-27. No motorboats of more 
than 10 horsepower allowed.
Welman Ponds, Upper and lower, Prentiss Twp. S-27
Wilson Pond, Little (Little Wilson Hill Pond), Johnson Mountain Twp. S-5.
Wood Stream, from Little Big Wood Pond, Dennistown Pit. to Big Wood Pond,
Attean: S-16 from Apr. 1 to Aug. 15; from Aug. 16 to Sept. 30, See General
Rules.
Wounded Deer Pond, Prentiss. S-5, S-27.
Wyman Pond, Brighton. S-24.
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Horseshoe Pond, Chase Stream Twp. S-5, S-27.
Horseshoe Pond, Pariin Pond Twp. S-5, S-19, S-21.
Horseshoe Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-4.
Huston Brook, Dead River Pit. See Franklin County
Indian Pond, Indian Stream Twp., and tributaries. See Piscataquis County, Big
Squaw Twp., etc.
Indian Pond, Big, St. Albans, S-2, S-3.
Iron Pend, Hobbstown, etc. S-5.
Ironbound Pond, Alder Brook. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Island Pond, Chase Stream Twp. S-4, S-27.
Jackson Pond and tributaries, Concord Twp. S-4, S-23.
Jim Pond, Little, T1R5. S-5. (Also Franklin County)
Jones Pond, Bald Mountain Twp. S-6, S-27.
Kennebec River: (See Fish Consumption Advisory on Page 37)
DANGER: Areas o f th is  river are subject to rapidly changing water level 
w ithout warning. This has resulted in loss of life in the area below Indian 
Pond. We urge fish ing from the riverbank only in these areas.
A. From Indian Pond dam in T 1R6, Somerset County, to the Central Maine 
Power Dam in Skowhegan (EXCLUDING IMPOUNDMENTS FORMED BY 
WYMAN, SOLON, MADISON & SKOWHEGAN DAMS): Open to fishing from April 
1 to October 31; Minimum length limit on salmon, rainbow trout, lake trout and 
brown trout: 12 inches; brook trout: 10 inches; artificial lures only; daily bag limit 
on salmon, trout and togue: 2 fish in the aggregate.
B. From the Central Maine Power Company Dam in Skowhegan to tidewater 
(Edwards Mill Dam) in Augusta: Open to open water fishing from Jan. 1 - 
December 31: minimum length limit on salmon, trout and togue: 12 inches; Daily 
bag limit on salmon, trout and togue: 2 fish in the aggregate.
EXCEPTION; From the Shawmut Dam to  the I-95 Bridge, Benton and 
Fairfield: S-6, Min. length lim it on salmon and brown trout: 16 inches. Daily 
lim it on salmon and brown trout: 1 fish in the aggregate.
Kennebec River tributaries in Concord, Bingham, and Moscow. Open to fishing 
from June 1, except the following sections which are open under general law 
seasons: (1) That portion of Mink Brook north of Pierce Hill Road in Moscow; (2) 
That portion of Austin Stream in Moscow north of the falls as marked by red 
markers; (3) That portion of Jackson Brook in Bingham north of Goodrich Road 
bridge.
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Kennebec River, East Outlet, from Moosehead Lake to Indian Pond. River 
and tributaries: S-1. Open to fishing from May 1 to September 30: S-5, S- 
21. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate. 
Kennebec River, West Outiet. Open to fishing May 1.
Kilgore Pond, Bowtown Twp., Pierce Pond Twp. (T1R4). S-5, S-21.
King and Bartlett Lake, T4R5. S-4, S-27.
King Lake, Little, and tributary &  outlet to barrier dam, T4R5. S-4.
King Pond, T 1R4. S-5.
Kingsbury Pond tributaries, Mayfield Pit., Kingsbury Pit. S-1.
Knight’s Pond, Moxie Gore. S-4.
Lane Pond, Comstock (T4R18 WELS). S-4.
Lane Pond, Little, Hammond (T3R4 NBKP). S-4.
Lang Pond, Pariin Pond Twp. S-5, S-19, S-27.
Lang Pond, Little, Pariin Pond Twp. S-5, S-19, S-27 
Lake George, Canaan, Skowhegan. S-2, S-3.
Lone Jack Pond, Johnson Mt. Twp. S-5, S-19, S-27. No motorboats allowed. 
Long Pond, Dole Brook Twp. S-8, S-27
Long Pond (so-called Little Long Pond), Chase Stream Twp. S-5.
Long Pond and tributaries, Forsythe and Holeb Twps. S-4. No motorboats 
of more than 10 horsepower allowed.
Long Pond, Jackman and Long Pond Twp., etc. S-16, S-27.
Long Pond, T4R5. S-4, S-27.
Loon Pond, Attean and Holeb Twps. S-4.
Lost Pond, T5R16. S-5 
Lost Pond, Pleasant Ridge. S-5.
Luther Pond and tributaries, Thorndike Twp. S-4.
MacDougall Pond, Caratunk. S-4.
Mainstream Pond, Harmony. Motorboats with more than 10 horsepower 
prohibited.
Markham Pond, Johnson Mt. Twp. S-5. Closed after August 15.
Martin Pond, The Forks. S-4. No motorboats allowed.
Mary Petush Pond, Prentiss Twp. S-5, S-27.
McKenney Pond, Holeb Twp. S-6, S-19. No motorboats of more than 10 
horsepower allowed.
Misery Pond, Misery Twp. S-27.
Moosehead Lake. See regulations under Piscataquis County.
Carlton Bog, Detroit. S-24.
Carrabassett River. See Franklin County.
Carry Pond, East, Carrying Place Twp. S-4, S-27. Single-pointed hook or tandem 
single-pointed hook allowed. No motorboats of more than 10 horsepower 
allowed.
Carry Pond, Middle, Carrying Place Twp. S-4.
Carry Pond, West, Carrying Place Twp. S-4, S-27.
Center Pond, Soldiertown Twp. S-27 
Chase Pond, Moscow. S-4,
Chase Stream Pond, Chase Stream Twp. S-4.
Chase Stream Pond, Misery Twp. & Chase Stream Twp. S-27.
Cheney Pond and tributaries, Prentiss Twp., etc. S-6, S-27.
Clear Pond, Pleasant Ridge Pit. S-5, S-27.
Clearwater Pond, Attean. S-4.
Clearwater Pond, Prentiss. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Clish Pond, T5R20. S-5, S-27.
Coburn Pond, Moose River Pit. S-5.
Cold Stream Pond, T2R6, etc. S-5, S-19, S-27 
Crocker Pond, Dennistown. S-4.
Daymond Pond, Moose River Pit. S-5.
Dead Stream Pond, W. Forks, etc. S-5, S-27.
Deer Pond, T4R5. S-4, S-27.
Demo Pond and outlet to barrier dam, Rockwood Strip. S-4.
Desolation Pond, T8R16. S-5, S-27.
D immick Pond, Big, Caratunk. S-4.
Dimmick Pond, Little, Caratunk. S-4 
Dimmick Pond, Mountain, Caratunk. S-4 
Dingley Ponds, The Three, T4R5. S-5.
Dixon Pond, T2R4. S-5, S-27 
Dole Pond, Dole Brook Twp. S-27 
Dority Pond, Hammond Twp. S-27.
Dubois Pond, Prentiss Twp. S-27 
Duncan Pond, Prentiss Twp. S-27
Durgin Pond, Johnson Mt. Twp. S-5, S-19, S-27. No motorboats allowed.
Ellis Pond, Chase Stream Twp. S-5, S-19, S-27; all trou t over 12 inches must 
be immediately released alive.
Enchanted (Bulldog) Pond and tributaries, Upper Enchanted Twp. S-4. 
Enchanted Pond, Little, Upper Enchanted Twp. S-5.
Everett Pond, T4R56 BKP, WKR. S-5 
Fahi Pond, Embden. S-24.
Fsiker Pond, T4R5. S-27
Ferguson Stream, a tributary of Cambridge Pond, Cambridge, etc. From 
Cambridge Pond upstream to the natural falls marked by red posts. S-4. 
Fernald Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-4.
Fernald Pond, T2R6. S-5, S-19, S-27
Fish Pond, Little, and thoroughfare between Little Fish Pond and Grassy
Pond, Holeb Twp. Closed to all fishing.
Fish Pond, Hobbstown. S-27 
Fish Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-5.
Fish Pond, T1R5 (Moxie) S-4.
Fish Pond, Thorndike Twp. S-4.
Fish Pond, Little, Alder Brook Twp. S-5, S--27 
Fisher Ponds, T4R5, NBKP. S-4.
Foley Ponds, (4), T4R18. S-4, S-27.
Fry Pan Pond, Squaretown. S-5. No motorboats allowed.
Grace Pond, T3R6. S-5, S-27.
Grass Pond, T2R4. S-6, S-27.
Grassy Pond and thoroughfare between Grassy Pond and Big Fish 
Pond, Holeb Twp. Closed to all fishing.
Great Moose Pond, St. Albans, Athens, Harmony. S-2, S-3.
Grenier Pond, Big, T4R5 NBKP. S-4, S-19.
Gulliver Brook. Plymouth Twp. S-1 
Hall Pond, Prentiss Twp. S-5, S-27 
Hayden Lake (Wesserunsett Lake), Madison. S-24.
Heald Pond, Caratunk. S-5.
Heald Ponds, Little and Wee, Caratunk. S-4.
Heald Pond and tributaries, Moose River Pit. S-4, S-27.
Helen Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-4.
High Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-4.
Higher Pond, Pierce Pond Twp. S-4.
Holeb Pond, Holeb, etc. S-16.
Horseshoe Pond, Attean. S-27
Twin Ponds, T2R9. S-4.
Unnamed Pond (Gravel Pit Pond), Little Squaw Twp. Open to fishing May 1. S- 
19.
Unnamed Pond (Power Trout Pond), Little Squaw Twp. S-19.
Unnamed Pond (‘Ten Forty Pond”), T2R12. S-6, S-19 
Wadieigh Pond and tributaries, T1R11. S-4, S-8, S-27.
Wadieigh Pond, Big, T8R15. S-4, S-19, S-27.
Wadieigh Pond, Little, T8R15. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Webster Lake and tributaries, T6R10, etc. S-8, S-20, S-21.
West Branch ponds, 1st,2nd,3rd,4th, and tributaries, TAR12. S-5.
Whetstone Portd, Blanchard, etc. S-2, S-3, S-4.
Williams Pond, T4R11. S-4.
Wilson Ponds, Lower& Upper, tributaries & connecting thoroughfare, T8R10 
NWP, Greenville, etc. Open to fishing May 1. S-4, S-16, S-27. North Brook & 
South Brook (Upper Wilson Pond) tribs. from red markers set at mouth of brook 
upstream to red markers set at first road bridge, respectively: Closed to all fishing. 
Windy Pitch IPond, T3R10. S-5.
Woodman Pond and tributaries, T2R11. S-4.
Yoke ponds and tributaries, TAR11. S-5, S-27.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY I
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below -(See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Kennebec River (including Merrymeeting Bay): All tributaries located within the 
Town of Bowdoinham are closed to the taking of suckers from April 1 to June 15 
annually.
Nequasset Pond, Woolwich. S-13.
Sewell Pond, Arrowsic. Motorboats with internal combustion engines prohibited. 
Stephen E. Powell (Swan Island) Wildlife Management Area, Richmond. 
Restricted to fishing only by children under 16 years of age, and only when 
properly supervised.
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SOMERSET COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below -(See 
Special Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Alder Pond, Alder Brook Twp. S-27 
Attean Pond, Attean. S-16 
Baker Pond, Caratunk. S-4, S-27 
Baker Pond, Tomhegan Twp., T1R2. S-5.
Baker Pond, T5R6. S-5, S-27.
Baker Pond tributaries, T4R6, etc. S-5.
Baker Stream, T4R5, etc. S-5.
Bald Mountain Pond, Bald Mountain Twp. S-4, S-27.
Barker Pond, Cornville. S-24
Barrett Pond, T6R1, Holeb Twp. S-5. Motorboats with more than 10 
horsepower prohibited.
Bean Pond, Pleasant Ridge Pit. S-5.
Beck Pond, T3R5. S-4.
Berry Ponds, Johnson Mt. Twp. S-5, S-19, S-27. No motorboats allowed in 
Little Berry Pond.
Big Fish Pond, Holeb Twp. S-5, S-27. No motorboats of more than 10 
horsepower allowed.
Big Wood Pond, Attean, Dennistown, Jackman. S-16.
Big Wood Pond, Little, Dennistown Pit. S-16.
Bill Morris Pond, T3R5. S-4.
Black Brook Pond, Moxie Gore. S-4.
Black Hill Pond and tributaries and outlet down to barrier dam, Embden. S-4. 
Blakeslee Lake, T5R6. S-5, S-27.
Brassua Lake, T1R1 NBKP, etc. S-15, S-21 in lake and in all tributaries 
upstream to the red markers; S-2; S-3 except Misery Stream. Closed after 
Aug. 15 is that portion southwest of a line between two orange posts set on 
opposite shores at the entrance to Misery Cove, so-called.
Butler Pond, Lexington Twp. S-4.
Butler Pond, T4R5. S-4.
Canada Fails Lake, Pittston Academy Grant. S-27 
Cape Horn Pond, Blake Gore & Prentiss. S-5.
Roach River, from First Roach Pond to Moosehead Lake: Open for fishing 
from May 1 to Sept. 30, S-1, S-5, S-21; daily limit: 1 salmon or 1 trout or 
1 togue.
Roach Pond, Seventh, TAR11. S-6, S-19
Rocky Pond and Little Rocky Pond, T3R10. S-5, S-27.
Rocky Pond, Big, and tributaries. TAR11. S-6, S-27.
Rocky Pond, Little, TAR11. S-5, S-19, S-21.
Ross Lake, T9R15, T10R15, S-8, S-20, S-21.
Round Pond and tributaries, TAR11. S-6.
Round Pond, T6R11. See Allagash Wilderness Waterway.
Rubberneck Pond, TAR11. S-4.
Rum Pond, Greenville, etc. S-4, S-27.
Russell Pond, Upper, T9R14. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Salmon Pond, Greenville. S-4, S-27.
Salmon Pond, Guilford. Closed to all fishing.
Sawyer Pond, and tributaries & outlet to barrier dam, Greenville. S-4. 
Schoodic Lake, Brownville, Lakeview Pit. S-2, S-3, S-18. Daily limit on 
salmon, trout and togue: 5 fish, not to include more than 1 salmon, 2 togue. 
Sebec Lake and tributaries, Bowerbank, Dover-Foxcroft, Willimantic, Sebec. 
S-2 except taking of smelts prohibited in Earley’s salmon pool, so-called, at the 
head of Sebec Lake, and in that part of the lake between said pool and 
Packard’s wharf; S-3, S-22.
Sabos is Lake, Lakeview Twp. etc. S-24.
Secret Pond, Greenville. S-4, S-27.
Secret Pond and tributaries, Elliottsville. S-4.
Shadow Pond, Greenville, etc. S-4.
Shallow Lake, Little, T7R14. S-27.
SHIP POND STREAM WATERSHED AND LONG POND STREAM 
WATERSHED, Bowerbank, Willimantic, Elliottsville, T7R9, T7R10, T8R10. S- 
4. (See individual waters also).
Shirley Pond, Shirley. S-19.
Sing Sing Pond and tributaries. T 1R11. S-4, S-27.
Slaughter Pond, T3R11. S-5.
Smith Pond, Elliottsville. S-4.
Snake Pond, T7R11 WELS. S-4, S-27.
Snow’s Pond, Dover-Foxcroft. No motorboats allowed.
SOURDNAHUNK (NESOWADNEHUNK) WATERSHED, T4R10, T4R11, 
T5R10, R11.T2R10, T3R11, T3R10. S-4. (See individual waters also). 
Sourdnahunk (Nesowadnehunk) Thoroughfare, T4R10. Closed to all fishing: 
that portion of the thoroughfare, so-called between Nesowadnehunk 
(Sourdnahunk) Lake and the dam northerly from the dam for approximately 
1,000 feet to red posts set on the shore.
Sourdnahunk Lake, Little (Little Nesowadnehunk), T5R11. S-5, S-19. No
boats or canoes propelled by motor allowed.
Sourdnahunk Lake, T4R10, etc. S-5, S-27. Closed to all fishing from 1 hour 
after sunset to 1 hour before sunrise the following morning.
Sourdnahunk Stream, T4R10, etc. S-5. Closed to all fishing from 1 hour after 
sunset to 1 hour before sunrise.
South Branch Pond, Lower, and tributaries and outlet down to red marker 
at natural barrier, T5R9. S-4.
South Branch Pond, Upper, and tributaries, T5R9. S-4.
Spectacle Pond and tributaries, Blanchard. S-4, S-27.
Spectacle Pond, Upper, Lower, and tributaries, Monson, etc. S-4.
Spencer Pond, Little, and tributaries, East Middlesex Canal Grant. S-4 
Spider Lake, T9R11, T9R12. S-8, S-20, S-21.
Spring Pond, T7R10. S-5, S-19, S-21.
Spruance Pond and tributaries, TAR11. S-6.
Spruce Mountain Pond, TBR11. S-4, S-27.
Squaw Brook, Big, from the red posts at the lake upstream to the old fish 
hatchery concrete dam: Closed to all fishing. See additional regulations under 
Moosehead Lake tributaries.
Squaw Pond, Big, Little Squaw Twp. S-27 
Squaw Pond, Little, Little Squaw Twp. S-4.
Stratton Pond, T2R11. S-4.
Telos Lake, T5R11, etc. See Allagash Wilderness Waterway.
"Ten Forty Pond”. See Unnamed Pond.
Thanksgiving Pond, Blanchard. S-4, S-27.
Thissell Pond and tributaries and outlet down to red marker at natural 
barrier, T5R11. S-6, S-27
Trout Pond, Little Squaw Twp. S-5, S-27. From September 15 through 
September 30, daily limit 1 fish. No motorboats allowed.
Turtle Pond, Lakeview Pit. S-4, S-27.
Moosehead Lake, tributaries & outlets: Open to fishing May 1; S-2.S-3, S-13, 
S-21. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue in lake and tributaries upstream to red 
markers or the first bridge: 2 fish, not to include more than 2 salmon, 1 trout, 1 
togue. For additional regulations and exceptions to the above, see entries for the 
following: Kennebec River, East & West outlets (Somerset County); Moose River 
(Somerset County); Roach River, Lily Bay Brook, and Squaw Brook (all Piscataquis 
County); and Socatean Stream (Somerset County).
Mountain Brook Pond, W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-5.
Mountain Pond, Beaver Cove Pit., West Bowdoin College Grant. S-5, S-19, S-21. 
Mountain Pond, T8R14 WELS. S-27.
Mountain Pond, T10R10. S-6, S-19, S-27.
Mountain View Pond and tributaries, TAR11. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Munsungun Lake(incl. Little Munsungun), T8R9, T8R10, T9R10. S-8, S-21 
Murphy Ponds (4), T2R11. S-4.
Musquacook Lake, 4th (see Aroostook County).
Narrow Pond, T8R14 WELS. S-4, S-27 
Nesowadnehunk Lake. See Sourdnahunk Lake.
North Pond, Elliottsville Pit. S-6, S-19, S-27.
Notch Pond, W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-5.
Notch Ponds, Big and Little and tributaries, Little Squaw Twp. (T3R5). S-4. 
Onawa Lake, Elliottsville, etc. S-4.
Ordway Pond, Shirley. S-4, S-27 
Ordway Pond, Little, Shirley. S-4.
Otter Pond and tributaries, T3R13. S-4, S-27.
Peaked Mountain Pond, T10R11. S-4, S-27.
Pearl Ponds (2), W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-4.
Penobscot Pond, T1R11, T1R12. From April 1 to August 15: S-4, S-27. From 
Aug. 16 to Sept. 30: S-6, S-19, S-27
Penobscot River, West Branch. (A) From Seboomook Dam to red posts set on 
the shores of Chesuncook Lake: from April 1 to August 15, artificial lures only; 
daily limit on salmon: 1 fish; from August 16-September 30, Fly fishing only, daily 
limit 1 salmon, or 1 trout. (B) From Ripogenus Dam downstream to the red posts 
located just downstream from McKay Station: S-5; all fish caught must be 
immediately released alive. (C) From McKay Station downstream to the red post 
located just downstream from its confluence with Nesowadnehunk Stream: Apr. 1- 
Sept. 30: Min. length limit on salmon: 16 inches. From April 1 to August 15, artificial
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lures or flies with only one hook - single pointed or treble - allowed; Daily 
limit on salmon: 1 fish; from August 16-September 30, fly fishing only; 
daily limit 1 salmon or 1 trout. (D) From the red posts located just downstream 
from its confluence with Nesowadnehunk Stream downstream to Ambejejus 
Lake: from April 1 to August 15, general law fishing; from Aug. 16-Sept. 30, 
S-5, daily limit 1 salmon or 1 trout. (E) Closed to dipping of smelts from 
southwest bank between Ambajejus Lake & Passamagamet Lake.
Piper Pond, Abbot. S-2, S-19, S-21; tributaries open except Hayden Brook 
and its tributaries closed to the taking of smelts.
Piscataquis River from the Route 15 bridge in Abbott downstream to the 
upper dam in Dover-Foxcroft: Abbott, Guilford, Sangerville, Dover-Foxcroft 
(includes tributaries upstream to the first bridge): S-6, S-19.
Pleasant Lake, Big, T9R11, T10R11. S-4, S-8, S-20, S-21.
Pleasant Pond, Big and tributaries, TAR11. S-4, S-8, S-27.
Pleasant Pond, Little and tributaries, TAR11. S-6, S-27.
Pleasant Pond, Little, T10R11 WELS. S-5, S-21, S-26.
Pleasant River, Brownville. From Brownville Bridge to Rt. #11 bridge: From 
Aug. 16-Sept. 30: S-5; daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the 
aggregate.
Poland Pond, T7R14 WELS. S-27 
Polly Pond, T3R11. S-5.
Pollywog Pond and tributaries, T1R11, T2R11. S-4, S-8, S-27.
Prentiss Pond, T1R11. S-5, S-27.
Priestly Lake, T10R13. S-4, S-19, S-21.
Punchbowl Pond, Blanchard. S-4, S-27.
Rabbit Pond and tributaries, Elliottsville. S-4.
Ragged Pond, T9R10. S-5, S-27.
Rainbow Lake and deadwaters and their tributaries. T2R11. S-6, S-27. 
Reed Pond, Big, T8R10. S-4, S-19, S-27.
Ripogenus Lake, T3R12, etc. See Chesuncook Lake.
ROACH RIVER WATERSHED, TAR11, TAR12, T1R12, T1R13, TAR13, 
TAR14, T1R14. S-4. (See individual waters also.)
Roach Pond, First, TAR13. S-4, S-21. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 
5 fish in the aggregate, not to include more than 2 salmon, 2 trout, 1 togue.
Frost Pond, Little and tributaries, T3R12. S-4.
Frost Pond, T6R9 WELS. S-27
Garland Pond, tributaries and outlet downstream to barrier dam, Sebec, 
Dover-Foxcroft, etc, S-4. Motorboats with internal combustion engines 
prohibited.
Gauntlet Pond and tributaries, TBR10, S-4.
Grassy Pond, T2R12. S-4, S-27.
Grassy Pond, W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-4.
Greenwood Pond, TBR11, etc. S-4.
Greenwood Pond, Big. Willimantic, Elliotsville. S-6, S-27. Daily bag lim it on 
saimon, trou t & togue: 2 fish not to  include more than 1 togue. 
Greenwood Pond, Little, Elliottsville. S-4.
Greneli Pond, Greenville. S-4.
Grindstone Pond, Willimantic. S-4.
Hale Pond, T2R10. S-6, S-19. S-21.
Harrington Lake, T3R11, etc. S-4.
Harrington Pond, T3R11. S-5.
Haymock Lake, T7R11, T8R11. S-4, S-8, S-21.
Hebron Lake, Monson. S-2, S-3.
Hedgehog Pond and tributaries, T8R10. S-4, S-27 
Henderson Pond, TAR11. S-4, S-27.
Holbrook Pond, T2R11,T3R11. S-4.
Hoibrook Pond, Littie, T3R11. S-4.
Horserace Ponds, T2R11, T3R11. S-4.
Horseshoe Pond, W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-5.
Houston Pond, Littie, T6R9. S-4, S-27.
Hudson Pond, Lower & tributaries & outlet to barrier dam, T10R10. S-4, S-17. 
Hurd Pond, Little, T2R10. S-4.
Indian Pond and tributaries, Big Squaw Twp., etc. S-2, S-3, S-15.
Indian Pond, W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-4, S-27.
Indian Pond, T7R12 WELS. S-8, S-20, S-21.
Indian Pond, Big, Little Squaw Twp. S-4, S-8, S-27
Island Pond, T9&10R10. S-22
Jackson Pond (Jordan Pond), T3R11. S-5.
Jackson Pond, T3R10, etc. S-5, S-27.
Johnson Pond, T8R14. S-8, S-27
Johnston Pond, TAR10. S-4.
JoMary Lake, Upper, and tributaries. See Penobscot County.
JoMary Pond, TBR10. S-4, S-27.
Jordan Pond, T3R11 WELS. S-5.
Juniper Knee Pond, Elliottsville. S-4, S-27.
Kelly Pond, T2R12. S-4, S-19.
Kennebec River, East Outlet. See Somerset County.
Kidney Pond, T3R10. S-5.
Kingsbury Pond and tributaries, Mayfield, etc. See Somerset County.
Knowlton Pond (Foss & Knowlton Pond), T3R10. S-5.
Lazy Tom Pond, T1R13. S-6, S-19 
Leavitt Pond and tributaries, T1R11. S-4.
Lily Bay Brook (North Brook), from the red posts at the lake upstream to the old 
fish hatchery concrete dam, closed to all fishing. See additional regulations under 
Moose head Lake.
Lily Pad Pond, T3R10. S-5.
Lobster Lake, T3R14, T3R15, etc. S-2, S-4. Fishing restricted to 1 line per 
person. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate. Minimum 
length limit on salmon: 20 inches; Minimum length limit on togue: 23 inches.
LONG POND STREAM WATERSHED. S-4. (See individual waters also).
Long Pond, Elliottsville, etc. Length limit on salmon, 12 inches. S-16, S-27 
Long Pond, TAR11, etc. S-4.
Lost Pond, T3R10. S-5.
Lyford Pond, Big, TAR12, etc. S-5.
Lyfords Ponds, Little, East & West Bowdoin College Grant. S-5.
Marble Pond and tributaries, Blanchard. S-4, S-27.
Matthews Pond, T8R10. S-6, S-21, S-26.
McKenna Pond, T3R11. S-5.
McPherson Pond, T10R10. S-4, S-19 
Middle Branch Pond, T5R9 NWP. S-4.
Miliinocket Lake, T 1R9, etc. See Penobscot County.
Millinocket Lake (including Little Miliinocket), T7R9, T8R9, T7R10. S-14. S-21. 
Miliinocket Stream, T7R9, T8R8. See Penobscot County.
Minister Pond, Big and Little, and tributaries, T2R10. S-4.
Mirror (Monkey) Pond, TAR11. S-5, S-19, S-21.
Moose Pond, T1R9. S-4.
Bell Pond and tributaries, Monson. S-4.
Bennett Pond, Parkman. S-4.
Bennett Pond, Big, Guilford. S-4. Opens to fishing June 1.
Benson Pond, Big, Willimantic, etc. S-4, S-11, S-27.
Benson Pond, Little, and tributaries, Bowerbank. S-4, S-27.
Berry Pond, T2R13. S-4.
Birch Ridge Pond, TAR11. S-5, S-27.
Blood (Duck) Pond, T2R13. S-5.
B luff Pond, TAR13. S-5.
B luffer Pond, T8R11, S-5, S-19
Boardway (Boardman) Pond, Little, TAR11. S-5.
Boardway (Boardman) Pond, Big, TAR11. S-5, S-19, S-21 
Boyd Lake, Orneville. S-24.
Branns Mill Pond, Dover-Foxcroft. See Penobscot County.
Brown Brook Pond, T9R9. S-5.
Brown Pond and tributaries, West Bowdoin College Grant (T8R10). S-6, S-19, 
S-21.
Buck Pond, T2R11. S-4.
Bunker Ponds, Big and Little and tributaries. Shirley, Monson. S-4. 
Butterm ilk Pond, 1st, Bowerbank. S-4, S-13
Caribou Lake, T2R12, T3R12, T3R13. S-17, S-19, S-22. Open to the taking of 
smelts except Ragged Stream is closed to the taking of smelts from midnight to 
noon each day and the daily bag and possession limit on smelts is 1 quart. 
Carpenter Pond, and tributaries, T7R11. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Carry Pond, T3R11. S-4.
Caucomgomoc Stream, T6R14. S-6.
Cedar Pond,TBRlO. S-4.
Celia Pond, T3R10. S-5, S-19, S-21.
Chairback ponds, East and West, T7R9. S-5, S-19, S-21.
Chamberlain Lake, T6R11, etc. See Allagash Wilderness Waterway. 
Chesuncook Lake, T3R12, etc. S-17, S-19, S-22.
Chesuncook Pond, T2&3R11. S-4
Churchill Lake (incl. Heron Lake), T9R12, etc. See Allagash Wilderness 
Waterway.
Clear Lake, T10R11. S-8, S-20, S-21.
C liff Lake, T8R12, T9R12, S-4, S-8, S-21.
C lifford Pond and tributaries, T2R11. S-4.
Coffeelos Pond, T6R11. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Collins Pond, T2R11. S-4.
Cranberry Pond (L ittle Notch Pond). W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-5. 
Crawford Pond and tributaries, TAR11, and outlet to TAR10 Twp. line. 
S-4, S-8, S-27.
Crescent Pond, T9R15. S-8, S-20, S-21
Currier Ponds, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; T9R10, T9R11. S-5: S-21, S-26.
Daicey Pond, T3R10. S-5.
Daisey Pond and tributaries, T2R10. S-4.
Debsconeag Lake, 4th. T1R10, T1R11. S-8, S-27 
Debsconeag Lake, 5th, 6th. T1 & 2R11. S-4.
Deer Pond, T3R10 WELS. S-5.
Deer Pond, T3R13. S-4.
Doe Pond, Monson. S-4.
Doughnut Pond, T2R11. S-4, S-27.
Doughty Ponds, Upper and Lower and tributaries, Monson. S-4, S-27. 
Dow Pond, Sebec. S-4.
Draper Pond, T3R10. S-5, S-19, S-21.
Duck Pond, T4R11. S-4.
Eagle Lake (incl. Round Pond). T9R13, etc. See Allagash Wilderness 
Waterway.
East Branch Pond and tributaries, T7R11. S-4, S-27.
Ebeemee Ponds, East & West, Brownville, etc. S-24.
Ebeemee Pond, Upper, T4R9, etc. S-24.
Echo Lake, T9R11. S-4.S-10
Elbow Pond, Upper. T10R10 &T10R11. S-22
Female Pond, T1R12 WELS. S-27
Fogg Pond, West Bowdoin College Grant. S-5. S-19
Foss Pond, K ingsbury. S-4, S-8, S-27
Foss & Knowiton Pond, T2 & 3R10. S-5.
Fourth Lake, T7R11 WELS. S-27 
Fowler Pond, T3R11. S-4.
Fox Pond, TAR11. S-5.
Frost Pond & tributaries & outlet down to red marker at natural barrier, 
T3R11, etc. S-4.
Rocky Brook, Lincoln. From Burlington Road (Trans Alpine Highway) to 
Mattanawcook Lake, restricted to fishing only by children under 16 years of age. 
Rocky Pond, T3R8. S-4.
Round Pond, Lee, T3R1 NBPP. S-4,
Round Pond, Little, Lincoln. S-4.
Saponac Pond, Burlington. S-24.
Sebasticook Lake, Newport. S-24.
Shaw Lake, T5R1. S-24
Shin Pond, Lower, Mt. Chase Pit., etc. Min. length limit on salmon: 12 inches. 
Shin Pond, Upper, Mt. Chase Pit. T6R6 WELS, S-2, S-3.
Smith Pond and tributaries and outlet to barrier dam, T3 Indian Purchase. S- 
4, S-23.
South Branch Lake, Seboeis, etc. S-24.
Swetts Pond, Orrington. S-24 
Trout Pond. T2R7. S-4.
Wassookeag Lake, Dexter. S-2, S-3.
I PISCATAQUIS COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
PiSCATAQUIS COUNTY EXCEPTION: MINIMUM LENGTH LIMIT ON BASS: 
10 INCHES
Abol Pond, T2R9. S-4.
Allagash Lake, T7&8R14; and Allagash Stream, T8R14 (inlet to Allagash 
Lake). See regulations under Allagash Wilderness Waterway.
Allagash Pond, T9R15. S-5, S-27 
Alligator Pond, TAR11 WELS. S-6, S-1S,
Allagash Wilderness Waterway, Piscataquis and Aroostook Counties.
Fishing Regulations: 1) On any or all of the following waters and their 
tributaries, upstream to the Allagash Waterway blazed line: Telos Lake, T6R11, 
etc.; Round Pond, T6R11; Chamberlain Lake, T6R11, etc.; Allagash Stream, 
T8R13 & 14; Little Round Pond, T8R13; Eagle Lake (including Round 
Pond), T9R13, etc.; Churchill Lake (including Heron Lake), T9R12, etc., 
Umsaskis Lake, T11R13; Long Lake & outlet to Long Lake Dam (including 
Harvey Pond), T11R13, T12R13: S-8, S-20, S-21; From Aug. 16-Sept. 30, 
tributaries open with a daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the 
aggregate, artificial lures only. 2) All sections of the Allagash River from 
Churchill Dam downstream to Umsaskis Lake: S-6, S-8, S-20, S-21. From 
Aug. 16 - Sept. 30, daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate, 
artificial lures only. 3) Allagash Lake and Allagash Stream upstream from 
Allagash Lake to its confluence with the outlet from Johnson Pond: Daily limit on 
trout and togue: 1 of each; S-6, S-20, S-21; 4) Allagash River and all 
tributaries (except No. 2 above): Aug. 16-Sept. 30: S-6; daily limit on 
salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate. 5) General law provisions 
apply to fishing in all other waters within the Allagash Waterway. Watercraft 
Restrictions (Summary): No restriction on watercraft motorsize from south end 
of Telos Lake to north end of Chamberlain Lake. From Lock Dam north, only 
canoes with or without motors may be used; no motors over 10 horsepower. On 
Allagash Lake and Allagash Stream to red posts at Chamberlain Lake, only 
canoes without motors may be used. (For a complete copy of regulations or 
other information on the use of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, write to 
Bureau of Parks and Recreation, Department of Conservation, State House 
Station #22, Augusta, ME 04333).
B Pond, TBR11. S-4, S-27.
Baker Pond, W. Bowdoin College Grant. S-5.
BAXTER STATE PARK WATERS. S-4. No motorboats allowed except on 
Matagamon or Webster Lakes. (Also see individual waters).
Bean Ponds, T2R11. S-4, S-19
Bean Pot Pond, T5R15. S-27
Bear Pond and tributaries, TAR11. S-6.
Bear Pond, T2R11. S-4.
Beaver Pond, Big. T7R9. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Beaver Pond, Little, and tributaries, T2R11. S-4.
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PENOBSCOT COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Aroostook River. From its origin at the junction of Munsungun Stream and 
Millinocket Stream in T8R8 downriver to the confluence of LaPomkeag Stream in 
T9R8: August 16 to September 30: S-5. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 
fish in the aggregate.
Baxter State Park. See regulations under Piscataquis County.
Branns Mill Pond, Garland and Dover-Foxcroft. S-24.
Chemo Pond, Clifton, etc. S-24.
Cold Stream Pond, Enfield, etc. S-2, S-3. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 3 
fish, not to include more than 1 salmon, 2 togue.
Crooked Pond, Lincoln, S-24.
East Branch Lake, T3R9. From Apr. 1 - June 20, closed to the taking of bass; 
From June 21 - Sept. 30, daily bag limit on bass:1 fish; minimum length limit on 
bass: 20 inches.
Eddington Pond, Eddington, etc. S-24.
Escutassis Lake, Lowell, Burlington. S-24 
Escutassis Lake, Little, Burlington. S-24.
Etna Pond, Etna, etc. S-24.
Folsom Lake, Lincoln. S-24.
Garland Pond, West, Garland. S-19 
Georges Pond, Holden. S-24 
Green Mountain Pond, T6R6. S-5, S-21, S-26 
Hatcase Pond, Dedham, etc. See Hancock County.
Hermon Pond, Hermon. S-24.
Holbrook Pond, Holden. S-24
Hopkins Pond, Mariaville. See Hancock County.
Ireland Pond, T7R8. S-4.
Jerry Pond and tributaries & outlet to barrier dam, Millinocket, etc. S-4. No 
motorboats allowed.
Johnny Mack Brook, Orono. Restricted to fishing only by children under 16 years 
of age.
JoMary Lake, Upper, T1R10, etc. S-2, S-3.
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Jones Pond, T7R8, etc. S-4.
Katahdin Lake, T3R8. S-4.
Mattanawcook Lake, Lincoln. S-24.
Mattawamkeag River. From July 1 through September 30: S-5 from red 
posts located on both shores 100 yards above Big Gordon Brook junction 
down to red posts located 100 yards below Little Gordon Brook junction, 
and S-5 from red posts located on both shores 100 yards above 
Mattakeunk Stream junction. From August 16 to September 30, daily limit 
on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate.
Millimagasset Lake, T7R8. S-14., S-21.
Millinocket Lake, T 1R8, etc. S-2, S-3, S-25
Millinocket Stream and tributaries, including Round Pond. From its 
origin at Millinocket Lake in T7R9 downriver to the Millinocket Stream 
Bridge in T8R8: S-6. From April 1 to August 15: S-11; from Aug. 16 to Sept. 
30: Daily bag limit on salmon, trout & togue: 1 fish.
Moose Pond, T3R8. S-4.
Mooseleuk Stream, T8R8, T9R8. From the Pinkham Road bridge 
downstream to the confluence of the Aroostook River: S-5.
Nokomis Pond, Newport, etc. S-24. No motorboats powered by 
combustion engines allowed.
Penobscot River. (See Fish Consumption Advisory on Page 37). From 
the Veazie Dam upstream to I-95 access bridge, Medway: S-24. The area 
within 150 feet of any part of the West Enfield Dam, including fishway: 
Closed to fishing at all times. (Also see Atlantic salmon regulations). 
Penobscot River, East Branch, T6R8 WELS. S-6 from 150 feet below 
Matagamon dam downstream to red markers set 2000 feet down from Rt. 
159 highway bridge.
Pleasant Lake, Stetson. S-24.
Plymouth Pond, Plymouth. S-24.
Puffers Pond (Echo Lake) and tributaries and outlet down to barrier 
dam, Dexter. S-19.
Pushaw Lake, Glenburn. S-24 
Pushaw Pond, Little, Hudson. S-24.
Pushaw Stream, Hudson, etc. From the railroad bridge in Hudson 
downstream to Pushaw Pond and from Pushaw Pond downstream to 
Stillwater River: S-24.
Kezar Pond, Fryeburg. S-24
Kezar Ponds, Waterford, Stoneham, Lovell. See Mud, Little Mud, Back, 
Middle & Jewett ponds.
Lake Christopher. See Bryant Pond.
Lincoln Pond, T5R3. Mud Pond, Lower Cupsuptic Twp. S-4 
Little Pond, Denmark. No motorboats over 6 horsepower allowed.
Long Pond and tributaries, Denmark. Open May 15: S-2, S-3, S-6. Closed to 
fishing from a point at the mouth of brook at head of pond to a point 150 feet 
down the pond; points to be plainly marked. No motorboats over 6 horsepower 
allowed.
Long Pond on the Little Magalloway River. Magalloway Pit. S-5.
Lovewell’s Pond. Fryeburg. S-24.
Magalloway River, Big. Upstream from red posts in corner of Littlehale’s Field 
(about 1/4 mile below Bennett’s Covered Bridge in Lincoln Pit.): S-5. From 
August 16 to September 30, daily limit on salmon and trout: 1 fish; tributaries S- 
5 above Parmachenee Lake.
Magalloway River, Little and tributaries. S-5.
Middle Pond, Lovell, Waterford. S-13, S-19. No motorboats over 10 horse­
power allowed.
Mill Pond, Lovell. S-24.
Moose Pond, Little, Denmark. S-24.
Moose Pond, Lower, below or south of Walker Bridge, Denmark. S-24.
Moose Pond, Upper, Above Rt. 302 north of the Causeway, Sweden. S-24. 
Mooselookmeguntic Lake and tributaries. See Franklin County.
Mount Zircon Reservoir. Closed to all fishing.
Mud Pond, Big and Little, Waterford, Stoneham. S-13. No motorboats over 
10 horsepower allowed.
North Pond, Greenwood, etc. S-24.
North Pond, Sumner. S-13.
Ossipee River, Porter, Parsonfield, Fiiram, Cornish. From Warren’s Bridge 
upstream to first dam: S-6, S-26.
Otter Pond, T5R5 WBKP. Fly casting and fly trolling only with single-hooked 
flies or tandem-hooked flies. S-23
Parmachenee Lake, T5R4, etc. Fly casting and fly trolling only with single- 
hooked flies or tandem-hooked flies. S-23, S-27
Pennessawassee, Little (Hobbs) Pond, Norway. S-13. Motorboats with more 
than 10 horsepower prohibited.
Pepperpot Pond, T4R2. S-4.
Perleys Pond, Denmark. No motorboats over 6 horsepower allowed.
Pleasant Lake and tributaries, Otisfield and Casco. S-1, S-22.
Pleasant Pond, Denmark, etc. S-24.
Pond-in-the-River and Rapid River, Twp. 3, Upton, etc. S-5. Min. length limit on 
brook trout: 8 inches. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 2 fish, not more than 
1 of which may be brook trout except from August 16 to September 30, daily limit 
1 fish in the aggregate.
Richardson Lake, T4R1, Twp. C, etc. S-27
Richardson Lakes, Upper & Lower & tributaries. S-4, S-23
Richardson Pond, T4R2, etc. S-4.
Richardson ponds, East, T4R2. S-5, S-23
Round Pond, Greenwood. S-24
Round Pond and tributaries, Albany Twp. S-4
Rump Pond, T5R5 WBKP. Fly casting and fly trolling only with single-hooked 
flies or tandem-hooked flies.
Shagg Pond, Woodstock, S-4, From April 1 to June 20: S-6, S-19.
South Pond, Greenwood. S-3, S-20.
Sparrow Brook, Hartford. (See Anasagunticook Lake).
Speck Pond, Grafton. S-4, S-23.
Stanley Pond, Hiram, etc. S-2, S-3, S-13.
Sunday Pond, Magalloway Pit. S-4, S-23.
Surplus Pond, North Surplus. S-6, S-19.
Thompson Lake, Oxford. See Androscoggin County.
Trafton Pond, Hiram, Porter. S-13 
Trout Pond, Stoneham. S-6, S-13, S-21 
Twitchell Pond, Greenwood. S-2, S-3.
Upper Dam Pool, T4R1. That area between Mooselookmeguntic Lake dam and 
a line drawn between the two cribwork piers approximately 800 yards west of 
said dam: S-5, S-21. Min. length limit on salmon: 18 inches. Daily limit 1 fish.
No motorboats allowed from gates of dam, downstream or westerly 150 yards. 
Washburn Pond, Sumner, Woodstock. S-4 
Webber Pond, Sweden. S-24.
Wells Pond, T5R5. S-4, S-23.
Wild River, Batchelder’s Grant. S-19 
Worthley Pond, Peru. S-2, S-3.
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Abbott Pond, Sumner. S-4.
Anasagunticook Lake and tributaries, Hartford, etc. Open to the taking of 
smelts except Sparrow brook closed to the taking of smelts.
Androscoggin River (See Fish Consumption Advisory on Page 37). See
Androscoggin County.
Aunt Hannah Brook, Dixfield. Open to fishing for persons 16 years and younger 
from point where it crosses Rt. 142 to its mouth at Webb River.
Aziscohos Lake, Lincoln Pit., etc. S-4, S-23, S-27. Fly fishing only in that part of 
Aziscohos Lake north of a straight line between the red post by the Brown 
Company landing, so-called, and the red post at the point where the Big and Little 
Magalloway Rivers join, and the area of water north of a straight line between the 
two red posts at each end of Wheeler Dam on the Little Magalloway Arm of 
Aziscohos Lake; daily limit on these waters from Sept. 1 to Sept. 3 0 :1 fish. 
Aziscohos Pond, Magalloway Pit. S-4, S-23.
B. Pond, Upton. S-4, S-11, S-27
Back Pond, Lovell, Stoneham. S-13, S-19. Motorboats over 10 horsepower 
prohibited.
Barker Pond, T4R6. S-5.
Bear Pond, Big and Little, Hartford. S-24
Bear Pond, Waterford. S-18
Beaver Pond, Denmark. S-24
Beaver Ponds, Magalloway, etc. S-5, S-23, S-27
Bickford Pond, Porter. S-1.
Billy Brook, Brownfield. From confluence with Shepherd’s River upstream to the 
first bridge, closed to all fishing by persons 16 years of age and older.
Black Pond, Lower, T4R5. S-5, S-23.
Black Pond, Upper, T4R6. S-5.
Boston Pond, Denmark. S-24. No motorboats allowed.
Bradley Pond, Lovell. No motorboats allowed.
Broken Bridge Pond and tributaries, Albany Twp. S-4.
Bryant Pond (or Lake Christopher), Woodstock & Greenwood. S-19. Pond and 
tributaries open to the taking of smelts with exception of Bowker Brook and Stone 
Cottage Brook and the area within 200 feet of the mouth of Stone Cottage Brook. 
Burnt Meadow Pond, Brownfield. S-3, except Durgin Brook below red 
markers; S-13 
C Pond, C Surplus. S-6, S-19
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Chapman Pond, Porter. S-6, S-21
Clay Pond and outlet to barrier dam, Fryeburg. S-6. No motorboats 
allowed.
Clemmons Ponds, Big & Little, Hiram. S-13 
Colcord Pond and tributaries, Porter. S-1 
Crocker Pond, Albany Twp. S-4, S-19 
Crooked River. See listing under Cumberland County.
Cupsuptic Lake and tributaries. See Franklin County.
Cupsuptic Pond, T4R5 (Oxbow Twp.) Min. length limit on brook trout: 6 
inches. S-23
Cupsuptic River and tributaries. S-1, S-5. From August 16 to September 
30: daily limit: 1 fish.
Cushman Pond and tributaries, Sumner. S-4.
Cushman Pond, Lovell. S-4. No motorboats allowed.
Ellis Pond, Little, (Garland Pond). Byron. S-2, S-3, S-4, S-23 
Farrington Pond, Lovell. No motorboats over 6 horsepower allowed. 
Goodwin Pond, Adamstown. S-4, S-23 
Granger Pond, Denmark. S-24
Heald Pond, Lovell. No motorboats over 6 horsepower allowed.
Horseshoe Pond, Denmark. S-24. No motorboats allowed.
Horseshoe Pond, Stoneham, Lovell. S-2, S-3. No motorboats over 6 
horsepower allowed.
Howard Pond, Hanover. S-4, S-23.
Hutchinson Pond, Albany. S-13.
Indian Pond & tributaries & outlet to barrier dam, Greenwood. S-4, S- 
13, S-19
Island Pond, Waterford. S-13, S-19
Island Pond, Harrison. (See Cumberland County).
Jaybird Pond, Hiram, Porter. S-6.
Jewett Pond, Waterford, Stoneham. S-13. No motorboats over 10 
horsepower allowed.
Keewaydin Lake and tributaries, Stoneham. S-2, S-3, S-19 
Kennebago River. See regulations under Franklin County.
Keoka Lake, Waterford. S-13.
Keys Pond, Sweden. S-2, S-3, S-13.
Kezar Lake, Lovell. S-2, S-3, S-17, S-18
KNOX COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See 
Special Rule (S-designations) on cover page .
Alford Lake, Hope, S-2, S-3, S-13 
Chickawaukie Lake, Rockport, etc. S-2, S-3 
Crystal Pond, Washington. S-13 
Fish Pond, Hope, S-24 
Hobbs Pond, Hope. S-24 
Lermond Pond, Hope. S-24
Megunticook Lake, Hope, etc. (also in Waldo County). S-2, S-3 
Mirror Lake, Rockport. Closed to all fishing 
Round Pond, Vinalhaven. Closed to all fishing.
Round Pond, Union. S-24 
South Pond, Warren. S-24
St. George River. From St. George Lake, Liberty, downriver to head of tide in 
Warren: Open to open water fishing from Jan. 1 - Dec. 31: S-11, S-21. 
EXCEPTION: From the red markers downstream of the Ghent Road Bridge in 
Searsmont to the upstream side of the Rt. 105 bridge in Appleton: S-6; all fish 
caught must be immediately released alive.
Washington Pond, Washington. S-13, S-24
LINCOLN COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See 
Special Rule (S-Designations) on cover page .
Boyd Pond, Bristol. Motorboats with more than 6 horsepower prohibited. 
Clary Lake (Pleasant Pond), Whitefield, etc. S-24 
Damariscotta Lake, Jefferson, Nobleboro, etc. S-24.
Duckpuddle Pond, Nobleboro, etc. S-24
Dyer Long Pond, Jefferson. S-24
James Pond, Somerville. S-24
Lily Pond, Edgecomb. No motorboats allowed.
Little Pond, Damariscotta. S-6, S-21, S-26. No motorboats allowed. Daily limit 
on bass: 1 fish; all bass over 18 inches must be immediately released alive; 
minimum length limit on bass: 12 inches.
Long Pond, Somerville, etc. S-24 
Medomak Pond, Waldoboro. S-24
Medomak River, Waldoboro. That portion from the bridge at Winslows Mills to 
tidewater: Length limit on brown trout: 12 inches. From Aug.16 to Oct.31. S-6, S-26 
Paradise (Muddy) Pond, Damariscotta. S-24 
Pinkham Pond & tributaries & outlet to below Bog Road, Aina. S-4 
Sheepscot Pond & River. Palermo. 1) Closed to all fishing from 150 feet 
above the dam at the outlet of Sheepscot Lake to 200 feet below the hatchery 
pools, Palermo. 2) From 200 feet below the hatchery pools to the upstream 
(northern) side of the Rt. 105 bridge in Somerville, open to fishing from April 1 
to Sept. 30: S-6, S-11, S-27. See Atlantic salmon regulations.
Sherman Lake, Edgecomb, etc. S-24 
Turner Mill Dam , Somerville, etc. S-24 
Webber Pond, Bremen. S-24
West Harbor Pond, Boothbay Harbor. No motorboats over 10 horsepower 
allowed.
Wiley Pond, Boothbay Twp. S-6. No motorboats allowed.
OXFORD COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See 
Special Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Except as noted below, length limit on brook trout in lakes and ponds in 
Oxford County is 8 inches.
SEE BORDER WATERS WITH NEW HAMPSHIRE ON PAGE 32.
(18 ponds in Oxford County remain with a 5 trout limit - look for the S-23 
code.)
Abbie Pond, T4R6. S-5.
Abbott Brook, Mexico. Closed to fishing by persons over 16 years of age.
KENNEBEC COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Androscoggin Lake, Wayne. S-24.
Annabessacook Lake, Winthrop, etc. S-24.
Basin Pond, Fayette. S-6, S-19, S-21
Belgrade Stream. Open until Sept. 30. Fishing not restricted to artificial lures. 
Carleton Pond, Readfield and Winthrop. Closed to all fishing.
Chamberlain Pond, Belgrade. S-4
China Lake, China & Vassalboro. Min. length limit on brown trout: 14 inches. S-2, 
S-3, S-24.
Cobbosseecontee Lake, Manchester, Gardiner, etc. S-24 
Cobbosseecontee Stream, Manchester, Gardiner, etc. S-24 
David Pond, Fayette. S-24
Desert Pond and tributary and outlet to barrier dam, Mt. Vernon Twp. S-4 
Echo Lake, Readfield, Fayette, Mt. Vernon. Daily limit on salmon, trout and 
togue: 1 fish in the aggregate.
Echo Lake tributaries, Vienna, etc. S-1 
Egypt Pond and tributaries, Vienna, etc. S-4.
Flying Pond, Mt. Vernon & Vienna. S-2, S-3.
Fowler Brook, Benton. Closed to all fishing: that portion from the road culvert on 
the Unity Road (Route 139) to its confluence with the Sebasticook River.
Gould Pond, Sidney. S-4, S-19
Great Pond, Belgrade and Rome. S-2, S-3.
Horseshoe Pond, West Gardiner. S-24.
Jamies (Jimmie) Pond, and tributaries, Manchester, etc. S-1, S-19.
Johnson Pond, Waterville. Closed to all fishing.
Kennebec River. See regulations under Somerset County.
Kimball Pond, New Sharon, etc. See Franklin County
Long Pond and tributaries and outlet to Wings Mills Dam, Belgrade, Rome,
Mt. Vernon. S-17, S-22.
Long Pond, Windsor. S-24 
Lovejoy Pond, Albion. S-24 
Lovejoy Pond, Fayette, etc. S-24.
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Maranacook Lake, Winthrop & Readfield. Min. length limit on brown trout: 14 
inches. S-2, S-3.
Messalonskee Lake (Snow Pond) Outlet, Oakland. From September 1 to 
September 30 that area from Central Maine Power Company dam to red 
posts at the public boat landing: Artificial lures only; daily limit on salmon, 
trout and togue: 1 fish.
Messalonskee Stream, Oakland, Waterville. S-24
Minnehonk Lake, Mt. Vernon, etc. S-3, S-11 Minimum length limit on brook
trout, togue and splake (brook trout-togue hybrid): 12 inches.
Narrows Pond, Upper and Lower, Winthrop. S-2, S-3 
Nehumkeag Pond, Pittston. S-24 
North Pond, Rome. S-24
Parker Pond, Mt. Vernon, Chesterville, etc. S-2, S-3, S-22. Minimum length 
on salmon: In 1992 -1 4  inches; In 1993 -16  inches.
Pattee Pond, Winslow. S-24 
Penny Pond, Belgrade. S-24.
Pleasant Pond, Litchfield, etc. S-24 
Pocasset Lake, Wayne. S-24 
Schoolhouse Pond, Fayette. S-24
Sebasticook River, from Great Moose Pond Dam, Hartland, to its confluence
with the Kennebec River, Winslow: From August 16 to October 31: artificial
lures only, daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish in the aggregate.
Silver Lake (Figure 8 Pond), Manchester. S-4
Three Cornered Pond, Augusta. S-24
Tilton Pond, Fayette. S-3
Torsey Pond, Mt. Vernon, etc. S-24
Tyler Pond, Manchester. S-6, S-21
Watson Pond, Rome Twp. No motorboats allowed.
Wellman Pond and tributaries,, Belgrade, etc. S-4
Hatcase Pond, Dedham, etc. S-19, S-21. No fishing in that portion lying 
generally northerly of the red posts set on opposite shores at the narrowest 
point in the cove at the north end of the pond; the narrowest point is approxi­
mately 500 yards south of the pumping station of the Brewer Water District. 
Hodgdon Pond, Tremont, Mt. Desert. S-24
Hopkins Pond, Mariaville. S-19. Min. length limit on togue: 20 inches.
Horseshoe Lake, T35MD. S-24
Jones Pond, Gouldsboro, and tributaries. S-12.
Jordan Pond, Mt. Desert. S-2, S-11. No motorboats over 10 horsepower 
allowed.
King Pond and tributaries, Great Pond Pit. S-1, S-4, S-19.
Lead Mountain Pond, Upper, T22MD and T28MD. S-2, S-3, except that 
smelts may be taken from the unnamed tributary which originates at Pinnacle 
Mountain and flows into a cove at the northeast corner of the pond.
Lily Pond, Deer Isle. S-4, S-19, S-21
Little (Horseshoe) Pond. Franklin. S-6, S-21, S-26
Long Pond, Sullivan. S-19, S-21
Long Pond and tributaries, Aurora, Great Pond Pit. S-1, S-4, S-19
Long Pond and tributaries, Mt. Desert. S-12, S-22
Long Pond, T10SD. S-6. All fish caught must be immediately released.
Long Pond, Little, T10SD. S-19, S-21
Loon Pond, T40MD. S-4
Lovejoy Pond, T34MD. S-19, S-21
Lurvey Brook, Mt. Desert, etc. Closed to all fishing.
Moulton Pond, Dedham. Motorboats with more than 10 horsepower 
prohibited.
Mountainy Pond, Dedham. S-27
Narraguagus Lake, T16MD, T1 OSD and T9SD. S-19, S-21.
Nicatous Lake, T3ND. S-24. Fishway and the area within 50 feet of any part of 
the fishway: closed to all fishing.
Oxhead Pond, Upper. T40MD. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Partridge Pond, Amherst. S-4
Patten Pond, Lower, Surry, etc. S-2, S-3. Min. length on brown trout, 16 
inches. No bag limit on pickerel.
Phillips Lake and tributaries, Dedham. S-12, S-22 
Porter Pond, T3ND. S-19
Rift Pond and tributaries, Great Pond Pit., etc. S-1, S-4, S-19
Ripple Brook, from outlet of Long Pond to Ripple Pond, Mt. Desert. Closed
to all fishing.
Ripple Pond and tributaries, Mt. Desert. S-12
Round Pond and tributaries, Mt. Desert. S-12, S-19
Salmon Pond, T10SD. S-19
Scammon Pond, Eastbrook. S-24
Silver Lake, Bucksport. S-24
Simmons Pond, Hancock. S-4
Snowshoe Pond, Amherst. S-4
Somes Pond, Mt. Desert. S-24
Spectacle Pond, Osborn. S-27
The Tarn, Bar Harbor. Fishing restricted to persons under 16 years of age and 
complimentary license holders only.
Tilden Pond, T1 OSD. S-19 
Toddy Pond, Orland, etc. S-2, S-3 
Trout Pond, T40MD. S-4
Tunk Lake, T7SD, T1 OSD,Sullivan. Min. length limit on togue: 23 inches. 
Tunk Pond, Little, Sullivan. S-4
Union River, between Graham Lake and Leonards Lake, Ellsworth. S-24. Fly 
fishing only from April 1 through September 30 between the Bangor Hydro dam 
in Ellsworth and the south side of the U.S. Route 1 bridge. Closed to all fishing 
is an area on west side of the river, marked by a red line on the spillway of the 
above named dam and extending diagonally downstream to a red marker on 
west shore; closed area includes powerhouse and adjacent fishway and trap. 
See Atlantic salmon regulations.
Unknown Lake, Lower. T4ND. Closed to the taking of bass.
Unknown Lake, Middle, T4ND. Closed to the taking of bass.
Upper West Bay Pond, Gouldsboro. S-27 
Upper Middle Branch Pond, Aurora. S-27
Walker Pond, Brooksville, Sedgwick. S-2, S-3. Closed to the taking of alewives. 
Webb Pond, Eastbrook. S-24 
Webb Pond, Little, Waltham. S-24
West Lake, T3ND, etc. S-2, S-3, except tributaries in the area of the lake 
known as “The Basin” is open to the taking of smelts.
Young Pond, Otis. S-5.
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From Apr. 1-Sept. 30: that portion upstream from the bridge at South Shore 
Drive to red markers at the headwaters: all fish caught must be released at 
once.
South Boundary Pond. T3R6. S-5 
South (Pine Tree) Pond, Sandy River Pit. S-4 
Spencer Pond, Twp. D. S-5 
Stetson Pond, Phillips. S-4
Swift River Pond and Little Swift River Pond, Twp. E. S-4, S-27
Tea Pond, Jim Pond Twp. S-2, S-3, S--4; Min. length limit on togue: 12
inches.
Tea Pond, Little, Jim Pond Twp. S-5, S-19
Tim Pond and Mud Pond, T2R4. S-5. Tributaries closed to all fishing.
Toothaker Pond, Phillips, S-4
Tufts Pond, Kingfield. S-4
Tumbledown Pond, Berlin No. 6. S-4
Twin Island Pond, Lowelltown. S-4
Varnum Pond, Wilton and Temple. S-4. Farmer’s Brook: S-1
Walton’s Mill Pond, W. Farmington. No motorboats allowed.
Webb Lake and tributaries, Weld. S-1 
Wilson Pond, Wilton. S-2, S-3
HANCOCK COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See 
Special Rule (S-designations) on cover page .
HANCOCK COUNTY EXCEPTION: MINIMUM LENGTH LIMIT ON BASS: 10 
INCHES.
Abrams Pond, Eastbrook. S-24 
Alamoosook Lake, Orland. S-24 
Alligator Lake. T28MD, T34MD. S-19, S-21, S-22
Bagaduce River, that portion of the Bagaduce River and tributaries upstream 
of the N. Brooksville - Sedgwick bridge in Penobscot, Brooksville and Sedgwick, 
including Walker Pond, Parker Pond and Snow Cove Brook: closed to the
taking of alewives.
Beech Hill Pond, Otis. S-10 
Black’s Pond, Sedgwick; S-24
Bogus Meadow Pond and tributaries, Twp. 7, S.D. S-4.
Branch Lake, Ellsworth. S-2, S-3, S-11. Min. length limit on brown trout: 14 
inches.
Burntland Lake, T35MD. S-27
Burntland Pond, Stonington. Closed to all fishing.
Chalk Pond, Beddington, etc. S-24
Craig Pond, Orland. Closed to the taking of togue.
Crystal Pond, T40MD. S-4
Debec Lake, Amherst. S-19, S-21
Donnell Pond, Franklin, T9SD. S-22
Duck Lake, T4ND. Closed to the taking of togue.
Ducktail Pond, Amherst. S-4
Eagle Lake, Bar Harbor. S-17, S-19. No motorboats over 10 horsepower 
allowed.
Echo Lake and Echo Lake, Little, and tributaries, Mt. Desert, etc. S-19, S- 
21. Fishing restricted to 1 line. Motorboats with more than 10 horsepower 
prohibited on Echo Lake.
First Pond (Billings Pond), Blue Hill. S-19, S-21 
Flanders Pond, Sullivan. No bag limit on pickerel.
Floods Pond, Otis. Closed to all fishing.
Forbes Pond, Gouldsboro. S-27
Fourth Machias Lake, T41MD. S-24. See Washington County.
Fox Pond, T 10SC. S-19 
Goose Pond, Swan’s Island. S-27 
Graham Lake, Ellsworth, etc. S-24 
Great Pond, Franklin. S-24 
Green Lake, Ellsworth, etc. S-2, S-3
Hadlock Pond, Upper, Mt. Desert. S-6, S-19, S-21. Tributaries closed to all 
fishing. Open to fishing from October 1 through 31 with artificial lures 
only; all trout caught must be immediately released.
Half Mile Pond, Amherst. S-27
Half Mile Pond, Aurora Twp. S-19, S-21. Min. length limit on togue: 20 inches. 
Harriman Pond, Dedham. S-27
Jim Pond , T1R5. S-4 
Jim Pond, Little T1R5, etc. S-5 
John’s Pond, T3R3. S-5 
Kamankeag Pond, T3R3. S-5
Kennebago Lake, Big, Davis Twp., etc. S-5, S-27. Tributaries closed except 
Little Kennebago Stream.
Kennebago Lake, Little, T3R5. S-5, S-27. No motorboats allowed.
Kennebago River. From Big Island Pond to the second dam on the outlet of Big 
Kennebago Lake: S-5; daily limit: 1 fish. All tributaries closed. Below Second 
dam: S-1, S-5; Tributaries closed. CLOSURE TO FISHING AFTER SEPT. 15: 
That section of river known as the spawning beds approximately 200 yards 
long between red markers.
Kibby Stream and tributaries, Kibby Twp. S-5 
Kimball Pond and tributaries, New Sharon, etc. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Ledge Pond, Sandy River Pit. S-4 
L Pond, Seven Ponds Twp. S-5, S-27
Long Cove Pond and tributary and outlet to barrier dam, Phillips. S-4, S-23 
Long Pond (Beaver Mountain Lake), Sandy River Pit. S-4 
Long Pond, Seven Ponds Twp. S-5, S-27
Long Pond, Twp. D and E. S-4. No motorboats of more than 10 horsepower 
allowed.
Long Pond Stream, tributary to Rangeley Lake. Closed to all fishing.
Loon Lake, Rangeley, etc. S-4. No motorboats allowed.
Massachusetts Bog, Massachusetts Gore. S-5 
Mclntire Pond, New Sharon. S-5, S-19 
Midway Pond, Sandy River Pit. S-4 
Mooselookmeguntic Lake, Rangeley. S-2, S-3, S-4, S-27.
Mount Blue Pond, Avon Twp. S-2, S-3, S-13. Motorboats with internal 
combustion engines prohibited.
Mountain Pond, Rangeley Pit. S-5, S-27 
Moxie Pond, Twp. D. S-5 
Mud Pond, Berlin No. 6. S-4 
Mud Pond, Coburn Gore. S-5 
Mud Pond, Jim Pond Twp., S-4
Mud Pond, T2R4. S-5. Tributaries closed. (See Tim Pond)
Northwest Pond, & Little Northwest Pond, T3R6. S-5
Parker Pond and tributaries, Chesterville, etc. See listing under Kennebec
County
Pinnacle Pond, Kingfield. S-4 
Podunk Pond, Carthage. S-4
Porter Lake, Strong and New Vineyard. S-2, S-3. Daily limit on salmon and 
togue: 2 fish in the aggregate.
Quimby Pond, Rangeley. S-5, S-27. Closed for 20,000 square feet around the 
Wilbur Spring. No motorboats allowed.
Rangeley Lake, Rangeley Pit. S-2, S-3, S-4, S-22, S-27 Min. length limit on trout 
in tributaries: 8 inches.
Rangeley River. S-1. That portion of Rangeley Lake & Rangeley River from two 
red posts set about 300 feet above the fish screen downstream to the confluence 
of the Rangeley and Kennebago Rivers: S-5; daily limit: 1 fish.
Rapid Stream, Kingfield, etc. S-5 
Redington Pond, Redington Twp. S-5, S-27 
Rock Pond, Sandy River Pit. S-4 
Rock Pond, T2R6. S-5.
Ross Pond, Rangeley Twp. S-5 
Round Pond, Rangeley. S-5 
Round Pond, Twp. E. S-5
Round Mountain Pond, T2R5. Open May 1. S-5, S-19, S-27 
Sabbathday Pond, Twp. E. S-5
Saddleback Lake, Dallas Pit. S-4. No motorboats allowed.
Saddleback Pond, Sandy River Pit. S-4.
Saddleback Pond, Little, Sandy River Pit. S-4
Saddleback (Cascade) Stream and tributaries, Sandy River Pit. Closed to 
fishing from Rangeley Water Company dam to its junction with the outlets of 
Midway and Eddy Ponds.
Sandy River, from Rt. 145 bridge, Strong, downstream to its confluence with the 
Kennebec River, Starks, Anson: Open from Oct. 1 to Oct. 31, S-5. All fish caught 
must be released at once.
Sandy River ponds, Sandy River Pit. S-4 
Schoolhouse Pond, Avon. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Secret Pond, T3R5. S-5 
Shiloh (Dutton) Pond, Kingfield. S-5 
Snow Mountain Pond, T2R5. S-5
South Bog Stream, Rangeley Pit. S-5. Min. length limit on brook trout 8 inches.
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i. Songo River: In addition to a, b, c, and d above, there is a 1 fish daily limit on 
salmon from April 1 to May 15 in that portion of the Songo River between Sebago 
Lake and the first bridge above Songo Locks.
j. Crooked River: See “Crooked River” listed above.
k. Northwest River, Sebago Twp: Closed to fishing is that area from Shutes Dam 
to red markers 500 feet below Shutes Dam.
Stevens Brook, New Gloucester, sometimes called Cemetery Brook. Open to 
fishing to all persons under 16 years of age from Church Road, so-called, to the 
Gloucester Hill Road, including the small pond just above the northerly side of the 
Gloucester Hill Road.
Thomas Pond, Casco. S-13
Thompson Lake, Casco, etc. See regulation under Androscoggin County. 
Tricksy Pond, Naples. S-18.
FRANKLIN COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below. (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Alder Stream. T2R5 (Alder Stream Twp.) From Apr. 1 - Aug. 15:Anglers age 
15 & under may fish with single-pointed artificial lures in the section of Alder 
Stream from the confluence of Alder and Little Alder Streams, downstream to the 
Indian territorial boundary. Anglers 16 and older are restricted to Fly Fishing Only 
with a daily limit of 5 trout in this section. For all other sections of Alder Stream 
and its tributaries, from Apr. 1 - Aug. 15, all anglers are restricted to Fly Fishing 
Only with a daily bag limit of 5 trout. From Aug. 16 - Sept. 30: All anglers are 
restricted to Fly Fishing Only with a daily limit of 1 fish on all waters.
Arnold Pond, Coburn Gore. S-5, S-27 
Barnard Pond, Eustis Twp. S-4 
Beal Pond (Trout Pond), Madrid. S-5 
Beattie Pond, Beattie, Lowelltown. S-4.
Beaver Pond, Seven Ponds Twp. S-5 
Beaver Pond and tributaries, Twp. D. S-4, S-23
Bemis Stream, Rangeley Pit., Twp. D. From red posts on Mooselookmeguntic 
Lake to north side of railroad bridge at summit: S-5; tributaries closed.
Blanchard Ponds, Davis Twp., etc. S-5
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Blanchard Pond, Alder Stream Twp. S-5
Boundary Pond, Beattie Twp. S-4
Bugeye Pond, Kibby Twp. S-4
Butler Pond, Kingfield. S-4
Caribou Bog, so-called, Chain of Ponds Twp. S-5
Caribou Pond, Mt. Abram Twp. S-5
Carrabassett River, from its source in Carrabassett Valley to point at E. New
Portland where Rt. 146 crosses the river. S-5
Clearwater Pond, Farmington, etc. S-3
Cow Pond, Lang Twp. T2R3. S-4
Crosby Pond, Coburn Gore. S-5
Cupsuptic Lake. S-2, S-3, S-4, S-27. That portion of Cupsuptic Lake at the 
mouth of the Kennebago and Rangeley rivers from red markers on outer boom 
piers to the confluence of the above rivers, fly fishing only until September 30, 
daily limit 1 fish.
Day Mountain Pond, Avon. S-5, S-19, S-21
Dead River, North Branch, and tributaries. S-5, except that portion of Alder 
Stream in Indian territory. SEE ALDER STREAM ABOVE.
Dodge Pond, Rangeley. S-4
Eddy Pond, Sandy River Pit. S-4
Egypt Pond and tributaries, Vienna, etc. S-4.
Ethel Pond, Sandy River Pit. S-4
Flat Iron Pond, Davis Twp. S-5
Grant’s Pond, Massachusetts Gore. S-5
Greely Pond, Dallas Pit. S-4
Greely Pond, Little, Dallas Pit. S-4
Grindstone Pond and tributaries, Kingfield. S-4
Gull Pond, Dallas Pit. S-4. Pond and tributaries: S-1.
Haley Pond, Rangeley, etc. S-4. No motorboats over 6 horsepower allowed. 
Harvey Pond, Madrid. S-4 
Hathan Bogs, Coburn Gore. S-5
Hills Pond and tributaries and outlet to barrier dam, Perkins Pit. S-4
Horseshoe Pond, Coburn Gore, etc. S-5
Huston Brook, T3R2 (Also Somerset County). S-5.
Island Pond, Big, T3R5, etc. S-5, S-27 
Island Pond, Little, T3R5, etc. S-5
Stink Pond, T15R9. S-5, S-27.
Timoney Lake and tributaries, Oakfield, etc. S-4. No motorboats over 10 
horsepower allowed.
Togue Pond, T15R9. S-14, S-21
Tote Road Pond & tributaries & outlet. Moro Pit. S-5, S-19 
Trafton Lake and tributaries, Limestone. S-4.
Two Mile Pond. T16R14, etc. S-4, S-27.
Ugh Lake, T12R14. S-5, S-19
Umsaskis Lake, T11R13, etc. See Allagash Wilderness Waterway listing under 
Piscataquis County.
Upper Pond, T15R9. S-5, S-27.
Wallagrass Lakes, 1st & 2nd. Wallagrass Pit. S-14, S-27 
Wallagrass Lake, 3rd. St. John Pit. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Weeks Pond, T11R8. S-4.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below - (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Except as noted below, length limit on brook trout in lakes and ponds in 
Cumberland County is 8 inches.
Adams Pond, Bridgton. S-13; S-6 from April 1 to June 20; then S-4.
Beaver Pond, Bridgton. S-24
Coffee Pond and tributaries, Casco. S-2, S-3, S-4, S-13.
Collyer Brook, Gray. S-19
Crooked River, Casco, Naples, Harrison (Cumberland County), Otisfield, 
Waterford, Norway, Albany Twp. (Oxford County). S-2, S-17, S-22. From Rt. 11, 
Casco, Naples, to Rt. 35, North Waterford, from April 1 to September 30: S-5. 
Crystal Lake (Dry Pond), Gray. S-2, S-3. From Oct.1 through Oct. 31 the area 
designated by red markers at the town beach is open to fly fishing only with 
barbless hooks, from shore & dock only; all fish caught must be released at once. 
Ingalls (Foster’s) Pond, Bridgton. S-13
Island Pond, Harrison. S-13
Jordan River. See Sebago Lake and tributaries.
Dumpling Pond, Casco. S-24.
Lily Pond, New Gloucester. S-4, S-13. No motorboats allowed.
Moose Pond and tributaries, Bridgton (Cumberland County), Denmark and 
Sweden (Oxford County). Miller Brook and Sucker Brook: S-1.
Upper Moose Pond (north of Rt. 302): S-24.
Northwest River. See Sebago Lake and tributaries.
Panther Pond, Raymond. S-2, S-3.
Peabody Pond. Naples, etc. S-2, S-3. Lakin Brook closed to the spearing of 
suckers.
Pleasant Lake, Casco, etc. Lake and tributaries: S-1, S-22.
Pleasant River, Windham. That portion of the Pleasant River from the Route 
#302 bridge downstream to the River Road bridge: April 1 - October 31: 
Artificial lures only; all fish caught must be released at once.
Range Pond, Upper, New Gloucester (Also Androscoggin County). S-24. 
Raymond Pond (Little Rattlesnake), Raymond. S-2, S-3.
Royal River, from Elm Street downstream to tidewater, Yarmouth. S-6, S-21. 
Daily limit not to include more than 2 brown trout and 1 brook trout. Season 
extended to November 30.
Sabbathday Lake, New Gloucester. S-2, S-3.
Scarborough Wildlife Management Area. No motorboats on that portion of the 
area upstream of the abandoned railroad right-of-way from March 1 to Sept. 30. 
Sebago Lake and all tributaries including rivers.
a. Fishing restricted to 1 line per person.
b. Min. length limit on salmon: 16 inches. (All other species see General Law).
c. Sebago Lake: Daily limit on salmon: 1 fish.
d. Daily limit on whitefish: 3 fish.
e. No bag limit on pickerel. (All other species see General Law).
f. Lake and rivers closed to the taking of smelts except by hook and line; 
tributaries closed to the taking of smelts.
g. No fishing within 100 feet of White’s Bridge.
h. From October 1-31, the area designated by red markers at Sebago Lake 
Station is open to fly fishing only, with barbless hooks, from shore and dock only; 
all fish caught must be released at once.
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Little Black Pond, South, T15R9. S-5, S-21, S-26
Little Goddard Brook, T15R5. From red markers downstream to Square Lake: 
Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 3 fish in the aggregate, not to include more 
than 1 salmon, 2 trout, 2 togue; From August 16 to September 30, daily limit on 
salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish.
Long Lake, Madawaska, St. Agatha, etc. S-2, S-3, S-14, S-21, S-25. (See also 
Fish River Thoroughfares).
Long Lake, T11R13, etc., See Allagash Wilderness Waterway listing under 
Piscataquis County.
Lost Pond, T15R6. S-4
Madawaska Lake (including Little Madawaska), T16R4, Westmanland.. S-2, S-3, 
S-14, S-21.
Mantle Lake, Presque Isle. Fishing limited to persons under 16 and holders of 
complimentary license issued by the department. S-4.
Mattawamkeag Lakes, Upper and Lower, Island Falls, etc. S-24.
McKeen Lake, T14R10. S-4, S-27
McLean Lake and tributaries, St. Francis. S-4, S-27.
McNally Pond, Upper, and tributaries and outlet to barrier dam, T11R10. S-4. 
Meduxnekeag River and tributaries upstream to the first highway crossing. 
From the Maine/N.B. boundary upstream to the Rt. 1 bridge in Houlton down­
stream to: S-6, S-11; min. length limit on brook trout: 10 inches; min. length limit on 
brown trout: 12 inches. From Aug. 16 to Sept. 30: Artificial lures only, daily limit on 
salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish.
Meduxnekeag River Drainage, Houlton, Hodgdon, etc. S-13.
Meduxnekeag River, South Branch, Hodgdon. On that portion of the river within 
the Lt. Gordon Manuel Wildlife Management Area, no motorboats allowed until July 
1; after July 1 no motorboats over 6 horsepower allowed.
Moccasin Pond, T14R8. Closed to all fishing.
Mooseleuk Stream, T8R8, T9R8. From the Pinkham Road bridge downstream to 
the confluence of the Aroostook River: S-5. From Aug. 16 to Sept. 30: daily limit on 
salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish.
Mud Lake, T17R4, etc. S-2, S-3, S-14, S-21, S-25. (See also Fish River 
Thoroughfares).
Mud (Russell) Pond, Linneus. S-19
Musquacook Lakes, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th.T10R11.T11R11, T12R11. S-8, S-20, 
S-21.
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Negro Brook Lakes (renamed in 1979 but remain on many maps). See 
Pelletier Brook lakes.
Nickerson Lake, New Limerick, etc. S-2, S-3, S-14, S-21.
Number Nine Lake and tributaries, T9R3. S-4, S-19.
North Pond, T14R9. S-5, S-19, S-21
Pearce Brook, Houlton. From Meduxnekeag River upstream to the 
Hollywood Road, so-called: fishing restricted to persons under 16 and 
complimentary license holders only.
Pelletier Brook Lakes, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, T15 and 16R9. S-4, S-27. 
Pelletier Brook Lake, 4th., T16R9, S-5, S-19, S-21
Perch Pond and tributary, T15R9. S-4.
Pleasant Lake, Island Falls and T4R3. S-25; tributaries and outlets: S-1. 
Portage Lake, T13R6, W.E.L.S. S-2,S-3,S-14,S-21,S-25. No person shall 
operate any boat or canoe propelled by motor on that portion of Portage 
Lake known as the Floating Island Area, north and westerly on a line 
beginning at the eastern edge of the marshy peninsula running out from 
Hutchinson Ridge, running 50 yards outside of the floating islands in a 
northerly direction to the mouth of Mosquito Brook.
Prestile Stream, from the confluence of Young Brook in Bridgewater 
downstream to the Maine-New Brunswick boundary: S-5. Daily limit on 
salmon: 1 fish; possession limit: 2 fish.
Pushineer Pond, T15R9. S-4, S-27.
Robbins Brook Pond, T12R11. Artificial flies only. S-27 
Round Pond, T14R8. S-2,S-3,S-14,S-21,S-25.
Rowe Lake, T11R8. S-19
St. Froid Lake, Winterville, T14R7. S-2,S-3,S-14,S-21,S-25. (See also Fish 
River Thoroughfares).
Sly Brook Lake, Third, New Canada Pit., S-19, S-22, S-27.
Soldier Pond, Wallagrass Pit. From September 16 through September 30 
open to fishing. S-5. daily bag limit on salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish. 
Squapan Lake, Masardis, etc. S-3.
Square Lake, T15R5, T16R5. S-2,S-3,S-21,S-25. Daily limit on salmon, trout 
and togue: 3 fish, not to include more than 1 salmon, 2 trout, 2 togue. (See 
also Fish River thoroughfare.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below (See 
Special Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
SEE BOUNDARY WATERS WITH NEW BRUNSWICK ON PAGE 33.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY EXCEPTION: Minimum length limit on Bass: 10 
inches.
Allagash Wilderness Waterway. See listing under Piscataquis County. 
Arnold Brook Recreation Watershed Lake, Presque Isle. S-19. Motor- 
boats with more than 10 horsepower prohibited.
Aroostook River. From the Maine/New Brunswick border upstream to the 
Maine Public Service Co. Dam in Caribou (includes tributaries upstream to 
the first highway bridge). S-6, S-27. (see also Penobscot County).
Beau Lake, T19R11, etc. S-4.
Big Brook, T13R10, etc. No motorboats allowed on Big Brook from Burt 
Garrity Road to and including Big Brook Lake.
Big Goddard Brook, T15R5. From the Red posts downstream to Square 
Lake: S-21. Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 3 fish in the aggregate 
not to include more than 1 salmon, 2 trout, 2 togue. From Aug. 16 to Sept. 
30: See General Rules - (Seasons).
Big Machias River. From the confluence with the Aroostook River upstream 
to 12 Mile Dam in T11R7: S-6, S-27.
Black Pond (Black Lake), T15R9. S-6; S-19; S-21, S-27.
Black Lake and tributaries and outlet to barrier dam, Ft. Kent. S-4, S-23. No 
motorboats over 6 horsepower allowed.
Black River, Little, tributary to the St. John River. Motorboats with more 
than 10 horsepower prohibited from June 1 to September 15.
Blake Lake. T16R6. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Bran Lake, St. Francis. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Carr Pond, T13R8. S-2, S-15, S-17, S-20, S-21; tributaries & outlet: S-1. 
Carry Lake, Littleton Twp. S-4.
Chase Lake, First, Second & Third. T14R9. S-4, S-18, S-19, S-27.
Crater Pond and tributaries & outlet to barrier dam, T15R9. S-6, S-19, S-21. 
Cross Lake, T16R5, etc. S-2, S-3, S-14, ,S-21, S-25. (See also Fish River
Thoroughfares).
Daigle Ponds (2) and tributaries, New Canada Pit. S-4.
Dead Stream, Bridgewater, Monticello. The following areas are S -5:1) from the 
red markers approximately 1/2 mile south of the Montieth Road downstream to 
the red markers approximately 1/2 mile north of the McCluskey Road; 2) from the 
red markers approximately 1 mile south of the Fletcher Road downstream to the 
Maine-New Brunswick border, all other sections open to general law.
Deboullie Lake, T15R9. S-4, S-27.
Deep Lake, Littleton. S-4.
Deering (Longfellow) Lake, Orient, Weston. S-3 
Denny Pond, T15R9. S-5, S-27.
Drews Lake (Meduxnkeag Lake), New Limerick, etc. S-2; S-3.
Eagle Lake, Eagle Lake, Wallagrass, etc. S-2, S-3, S-14, S-21, S-25. (See also 
Fish River Thoroughfares).
East Lake, T17R14. S-4.
Echo Lake and tributaries, Presque Isle. S-4, S-19.
Eyelet Pond, T11R12, T12R12. S-4.
Ferguson Pond, T14R8. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Fish Lake & outlet to Round Pond, T13R8, T14R8, S-2, S-3, S-14, S-21, S-25. 
Fish River excluding thoroughfares. S-2, S-3, S-25.
Fish River Thoroughfares (connecting Long, Mud, Cross, Square, Eagle and 
St. Froid Lakes): S-1, S-14, S-21. From Aug. 16 to Sept. 30: Fly fishing only 
with a daily limit of 1 fish.
Galilee Pond, T15R8. S-5, S-27.
Gardner Lake, T15R9. S-4, S-27.
Green Pond, Moro Pit. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Hafey Pond, T18R11. S-27
Hale Pond & outlet to Hersey town line. Moro Pit. S-4, S-19 
Hanson Brook Lake and tributaries, Mapleton, etc. S-4,
Horseshoe Pond, T11R10. S-6, S-19, S-21.
Hot Brook Lake, Lower, Bancroft, etc. S-24. Daily limit on white perch, 25 fish. 
Hudson Pond, Upper, T11R10. S-5, S-21, S-26.
Hunnewell Lake & tributaries and outlet to barrier dam, St. John. S-4,
Island Pond, T15R9. S-5, S-27
Jones Pond and tributaries, T20R11, etc. S-6, S-19, S-21 
Little Black Pond, North, T15R9, S-5, S-27
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ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY
See general fishing provisions in front of book. Exceptions below (See Special 
Rule (S-designations) on cover page.
Androscoggin Lake, and outlet, Leeds (also Kennebec County). S-24. 
Androscoggin River, from the Maine-New Hampshire Border, Gilead, downriver 
to tidewater, Brunswick and Topsham: Minimum length limit on salmon, rainbow 
trout and brown trout: 12 inches. From September 1 to October 31, daily limit on 
salmon and trout: 2 fish in the aggregate. From the Worumbo Dam downstream to 
the Route 9 bridge: S-19
Androscoggin River, Little, Auburn. From red markers at Hotel Road 
downstream approximately 1/2 mile to designated red markers: S-19 
Androscoggin River, Little, Minot & Poland. From the Hackett Mills Dam 
downstream approximately 1 mile to designated red markers: S-19.
Auburn Lake. S-18. The Auburn Water District has closed to all water-related 
activities (including boating and fishing) that portion of Lake Auburn southerly of a 
line extending from a merker placed on a point of land on the east shore of the 
lake approximately 400 feet southerly of the Route 4 boat launch and extending 
westerly to a marker on a point of land known as "Point of Pines" on the west 
shore of the lake approximately 3,000 feet northerly of the former Icehouse boat 
launch. That portion of Lake Auburn northerly of the above described line is also 
closed to all water-related activities EXCEPT that small recreational boats and 
fishing are allowed. Auburn Lake and tributaries closed to the taking of smelts. 
Lake, tributaries, and outlet to barrier dam closed to the spearing of all fish. 
Bartlett Pond and tributaries and outlet to barrier dam, Livermore. S-4. 
Crystal (Beals) Pond, Turner. S-2; S-3 
Bear Pond, Big, Turner. S-24 
Berry Pond, Greene. S-24
Hooper Pond, Greene. S-24. No motorboats allowed.
Lard Pond, Turner. S-24. Motorboats over 10 horsepower prohibited.
Long Pond, Livermore. S-24 
Loon Pond, Sabattus. S-24 
Mud Pond, Turner. S-24
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Nezinscot River, Turner. (1) From Turner Mill dam downstream to its 
confluence with Meadow Brook: S-6, all fish caught must be released at once; 
open to open water fishing for all fish from Jan. 1 - Dec. 31; (2) From its 
confluence with Meadow Brook downstream to its confluence with the 
Androscoggin River: Open to open water fishing for all fish from Jan. 1 to Dec. 
31; S-19.
No Name Pond, Lewiston. S-24 
Rack Pond, East Livermore. S-24
Range Pond, Lower, Poland. S-24. Motorboats over 10 horsepower 
prohibited.
Range Pond, Middle, Poland. S-2, S-3, S-24
Range Pond, Upper, Poland (also Cumberland County). S-24
Round Pond, Livermore. S-12
Round Pond, East Livermore. S-24
Round Pond, Turner. S-24
Sabattus Pond, Greene, Wales and Sabattus. S-24
Sandy Bottom Pond, Turner. S-24
Schoolhouse Pond, East Livermore. S-24
Spear Pond, Sabattus. S-24
Stone Mill Pond, Durham. S-24
Sutherland Pond, Sabattus. S-24
The Basin, Auburn. S-24
Taylor Pond, Auburn Twp. S-2, S-3
Thompson Lake and all tributaries, Poland, Oxford, etc. S-2, S-3, S-17, S-18. 
No motorboats allowed in The Heath, the southernmost part of Thompson Lake, 
separated from the main body by a causeway.
Turner Pond, East Livermore. S-24
Wilson Pond, Little, and tributaries, Auburn and Turner. S-1
PART B - GENERAL FISHING RULES
1. POSSESSION LIMIT. A person shall not possess at any time more fish than he 
may lawfully take in one day.
2. SPECIAL BAG LIMIT. Whenever any waters have a special bag limit, no 
person shall possess more than one day’s bag limit taken from those waters.
3. COUNTY LINES. Where county lines divide a body of water, the more 
liberalcounty rule shall apply.
4. 'TROUT” : The term “trout” when used alone, includes only brook trout, 
brown trout, rainbow trout, sunapee trout, blueback trout and splake.
5. “ BASS” : The term “bass” means bass or black bass, including smallmouth 
and large mouth.
6. MARK FISH. It is unlawful to tag, fin clip or otherwise mark any fish to be 
released alive into the inland waters of the State without the expressed written 
consent of the Commissioner.
7. SPECIES IDENTIFICATION. It is unlawful to possess or transport fish 
dressed in such a manner that the species of the fish cannot be identified 
unless the fish are being prepared for immediate cooking (Smoking does not 
constitute cooking).
8. REMOVAL OF HEADS AND TAILS. It is unlawful to alter the length of 
salmon, trout, togue and black bass unless the fish are being prepared for 
immediate cooking. (Smoking does not constitute cooking).
9. JIGGING. Jigging means fishing for, catching, or killing with a hook or hooks 
manipulated in such a manner as to pierce and hook a fish in any part of the 
body other than the mouth. Any fish which is hooked in any part of the body 
other than the mouth shall be immediately released and returned alive, without 
further injury, to the water from which it was taken.
10. WATER THOROUGHFARE. Water thoroughfare means a waterway, 
without flowage, connecting two bodies of water.
11. THOROUGHFARES AND BOGS. The general fishing laws which govern 
lakes and ponds also apply to thoroughfares and bogs (includes seasons, bag 
limits, length limits, etc.).
12. WEIGHT LIMIT. (Lakes/ponds/brooks/rivers/streams): No person shall 
take, catch or kill in any one day or possess at any time from any or all inland
waters more than 7 1/2 pounds in the aggregate of salmon, trout and togue 
unless the last fish caught increases the combined weight to more than 7 1/2 
pounds. Pickerel and whitefish are not included in weight limits.
13. BAG LIMIT, OTHER SPECIES. No daily bag limit on species not mentioned 
except Atlantic salmon. Atlantic salmon regulations are contained in a 
separate publication.
14. LEGAL FISH BECOME PART OF A DAILY BAG LIMIT. Any legal fish, 
except baitfish and smelts, taken from inland waters shall be immediately 
released alive into the waters from which it was taken or shall be killed at once 
and become part of the daily bag limit.
PART C - SPECIAL FISHING RULES
In addition to the general laws and rules printed on pages 2 & 3, many waters (or 
portions of waters) have special fishing rules. The special rules may be either more 
liberal or more restrictive than the general provisions; however, whenever any 
variance occurs between a special rule and the general provisions, the special rule 
always applies. To determine which, if any, special rules have been adopted for a 
particular body of water, check for the name of the water under the appropriate 
county heading.
Waters which lie in more than one county are listed under each appropriate county 
and cross referenced.
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY WATERS between Maine & New Brunswick & 
BORDER WATERS between Maine & New Hampshire are listed under separate 
headings on pages 32-33. All waters which do not have special rules are open 
to fishing under the general fishing provisions. In the Special Rules, all dates 
are inclusive.
25. HELLGRAMMITES. It is unlawful to take, buy or transport any hellgrammites 
for use beyond the limits of this State.
26. SMELTS. Smelts may be taken at any time by use of a dip net, in the usual and 
ordinary way, from inland waters or portions of inland waters which are naturally 
free of ice, and where the taking of smelts is not prohibited by rule.
27. SALMON EGGS AS BAIT. The eggs of both Atlantic sea run salmon and 
landlocked salmon may be used as bait in fishing.
28. REMOVAL OF BAG LIMITS ON BASS. Inwaterswhere the bag limit on black 
bass has been removed by special rule, the season on black bass and the 
method of fishing for them shall be the same as for trout and salmon.
29. SUCKERS. Any person who has a valid fishing license may take suckers 
between April 1st and June 30th from all rivers, brooks and streams which are 
open to fishing by use of a hand spear or bow and arrow. (Note: If suckers are 
taken by bow and arrow, the arrow must have a barbed or pronged point and 
must be attached to the bow with a line).
30. IMPORTATION OF FISH. It is unlawful to import any live freshwater fish or 
eggs into this State without written permission from the Commissioner. (Note: 
See section pertaining to live bait and bait dealers on page 34).
31. ALEWIVES. A licensed fisherman may take one bushel of alewives daily from 
inland waters by use of a dip net or single hook and line for consumption by 
himself or members of his family, except that alewives may not be taken from 
waters where a municipality or individual has been granted exclusive rights 
under laws regulating marine resources.
32. USE OF LIVE FISH AS BAIT. See live bait and bait dealers laws on page 34.
33. FISHWAY DAMS. Except as explained below or unless otherwise provided 
by rule, the following waters are closed to fishing:
A. At the following places, the fishway and the area within 50 feet of an part of 
the fishway is closed to fishing at all times.
(1) East Outlet Dam at outlet of Moosehead Lake in Sapling, Somerset 
County and Big Squaw Township, Piscataquis County.
B. At the following places, the fishway and the area within 75 feet of any 
part of the fishway are closed to fishing at all times:
(1) Grand Fails Powerhouse Dam on the St. Croix River in Baileyville; &
(2) Woodland Dam on the St. Croix River in Baileyfille;
B-1. At the following places, the area within 75 feet of the mouth of the 
fishway is dosed to fishing at all times:
(1) East Grand Lake Dam in Forest City Township, T9R4 NBPP; &
(2) Spednic Lake Dam in Vanceboro;
(Note: These provisions do not restrict the taking of alewives and smelts in 
accordance with laws regulating marine resources).
34. FISH HATCHERIES. Except as otherwise provided by special rule, all waters 
within 200 feet of any fish hatchery or rearing station are closed to fishing at all 
times.
35. UNITY UTILITIES DISTRICT. All waters on the property of the Unity Utilities 
District, located on Route 139 and Prairie Road in the Town of Unity, Waldo 
County, are closed to fishing at all times.
36. ILLEGAL USE OF ANTIFREEZE. Adding substances containing ethylene 
glycol or other antifreeze agents to the waters of this State is a violation of Title 
38, §413.
37. HOOK. “Hook” means a single fishhook constructed with one, 2 or 3 points.
38. SET LINE. “Set line” means a line extending into the water and rigged to catch 
fish that has one end secu red to the shore or to a fixed or buoy ant object and that 
is not personally attended.
39. SINGLE-BAITED HOOK. “Single-baited hook” means up to 3 hooks attached 
together or in tandem to the end of a line and baited as a single apparatus 
designed to catch only one fish at a time.
40. TROLL. “Troll” means to fish by trailing a line rigged to catch fish through or over 
the water behind a watercraft being propelled by mechanical, wind or manual 
power.
41. ARTIFICIAL LURE. “Artificial lure” means any fishing lure constructed by 
humans as an imitation or substitute for natural bait or fish forage. “Artificial lure” 
includes, but is not limited to artificial flies, spinners, spoons, poppers, plugs, jigs 
and plastic, rubber or other artificial imitations of natural bait.
The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife receives Federal funds from the 
U.S. Department of the Interior. Accordingly, all Department programs and 
activities must be operated free from discrimination in regard to race, color, 
national origin, age, or handicap. Any person who believes that he or she has 
been discriminated against should write to the Office of Equal Opportunity, U.S. 
Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.
PART A - GENERAL FISHING LAWS
1. TO FISH means to take, catch, kill, molest, or destroy, or attempt to take, catch, 
kill, molest, or destroy any fish.
2. FLY means a single pointed hook dressed with feathers, hair, thread, tinsel, or 
any similar material to which no additional weights, hook, spinner, spoon or 
similar device is added.
3. FLY FISHING means casting upon water and retrieving in the usual and ordinary 
manner not more than 3 unbaited artificial flies individually attached to a line to 
which no extra weight has been added. (Note: It is a violation of State law to troll 
a fly in waters restricted to fly fishing only).
4. GREAT POND means any natural body of water more than 10 acres in size. (Any 
person on foot may engage in any activity on a great pond which is not 
inconsistent with any other law or regulation of the State or its political subdivi­
sions).
5. INLAND WATERS means all waters within the State above the rise and fall of 
the tide, except private ponds.
6. SALMON means the same as landlocked salmon.
7. OPEN SEASON means the time during which it is lawful to fish for or possess 
any fish, as specified and limited by law or rule.
8. TRIBUTARY means a brook, stream or river flowing directly or indirectly into a 
lake, pond or another brook, stream or river. A lake or great pond shall not be 
construed to mean tributary. The tributary to a great pond shall not be considered 
a tributary to the outlet of that great pond.
9. CLOSED WATERS. It is unlawful to fish at any time in waters which are closed 
to fishing.
10. CLOSED SEASON. It is unlawful to fish for any fish during the closed season 
on that species or to possess any fish taken during the closed season on that 
species.
11. NUMBER, AMOUNT, WEIGHT OR SIZE LIMITS. It is unlawful to fish for or 
possess fish in violation of the number, amount, weight or size limits of any ru'e 
adopted by the commissioner.
12. TWO LINE RESTRICTION. It is unlawful to fish with more than 2 lines at any 
one time during the open water season.
13. ILLEGAL FISHING. Except as otherwise specifically provided, it is unlawful to 
fish other than by the use of the single baited hook and line, artificial flies, 
artificial lures and spinners. (Tandem flies are allowed when trolling).
14. USE OF ILLEGAL IMPLEMENTS. Except as otherwise specifically provided, 
it is unlawful to fish with fish spawn, grapnel, spear, spear gun, trawl, weir, gaff, 
seine, gill net, trap or set lines or electronic, sonic or battery powered devices. 
(Electronic fish finders are legal).
15. POSSESSION OF ILLEGAL IMPLEMENTS. Exceptas otherwise specifically 
provided, it is unlawful to possess any grapnel, trawl, weir, seine, gill net or trap 
or set line.
16. USE OF EXPLOSIVE, POISONOUS OR STUPEFYING SUBSTANCE. It is
unlawful to take or destroy any fish by use of an explosive, poisonous or 
stupefying substance.
17. JIGGING. It is unlawful to fish for any fish by jigging. (See rules pertaining to 
jigging on page 5).
18. TROLLING A FLY. It is unlawful to troll a fly in waters which are restricted to 
fly fishing only.
19. NIGHT FISHING. Exceptas otherwise provided by special rule, all waters are 
open to fishing at night during the open water season.
20. ADVANCE BAITING. It is unlawful to deposit any meat, bones, dead fish or 
other food material for the purpose of luring fish.
21. SALE OF CERTAIN FISH PROHIBITED. It is unlawful to buy or sell, directly 
or indirectly, any landlocked salmon, trout, togue, black bass, white perch or 
pickerel.
22. FAILURE TO LABEL FISH. It is unlawful to keep black bass, salmon, togue or 
trout at any sporting camp, hotel or public lodging place without attaching to the 
fish the name and address of the person who caught them.
23. ILLEGAL USE OF HELICOPTER. It is unlawful to use a helicopter to transport 
fishermen or game fish to or from any pond under 10 acres in size or any beaver 
flowage.
24. TEN ACRE PONDS. All ponds of 10 acres or less formed on brooks, streams 
or rivers are governed by the same fishing rules which apply to the brook, stream 
or river on which the pond is situated, whether the pond is natural or artificial. 
(This does not apply to private ponds).
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GENERAL LAW
OPEN FISHING SEASONS & BAG LIMITS
LAKES/PONDS RIVERS/BROOKS/STREAMS
SEASONS: SEASONS:
April 1 - Sept. 30 April 1 to August 15 (general law);
and August 16 to September 30 
(artificial lures only; daily limit on 
salmon, trout and togue: 1 fish).
MAJOR EXCEPTIONS
V October Fishing: Many lakes and ponds are open to fishing in October for all fish except salmon,
trout and togue.
V All dates are inclusive, except that it is lawful to fish only in waters or portions of waters which
are naturally free of ice. It is unlawful for a person to fish while positioned on ice covering any 
portion of the inland waters.
MINIMUM LEGAL LENGTH
LAKES/PONDS RIVERS/BROOKS/STREAMS
Salmon 14 inches Salmon 14 inches
Togue 18 inches Togue 18 inches
Brown trout 12 inches Brown trout 6 inches
Rainbow trout 12 inches Rainbow trout 6 inches
Brook trout 6 inches* Brook trout 6 inches
Other trout** 6 inches Other trout** 6 inches
Bass
Other species
12 inches*** Bass
No Length Restrictions
12 inches***
* Minimum length limit on brook trout is 8 inches in lakes and ponds in Cumberland, Oxford, 
& York Counties.
** "Other trout" includes splake.
*** Minimum length limit on bass is 10 inches in Washington, Hancock, Piscataquis, & 
Aroostook Counties.
DAILY BAG & POSSESSION LIMITS - ALL WATERS
(SALMON, TROUT, TOGUE): 5 fish in the aggregate, not to include 
more than the following:
Salmon 2 Rainbow trout 2
Togue 2 Brook trout 5*
Brown trout 2 Other trout 5
* EXCEPTION: LAKES & PONDS in Cumberland, York, Androscoggin, Oxford, 
Kennebec, Sagadahoc, Knox, Lincoln & Waldo Counties: 2 brook trout limit.
Weight limit: (Lakes/ponds/brooks/rivers/streams): No person shall take, catch or kill 
in any one day or possess at any time from any or all inland waters more than 7 1/2 
pounds in the aggregate of salmon, trout and togue unless the last fish caught 
increases the combined weight to more than 7 1/2 pounds.
(BLACK BASS)
ADril 1 - June 20 June 21 throuah remainder of open water
season: 3 fish; only 1 of which may
1 fish exceed 14 inches.
Except as explained above or unless otherwise provided by special rule, no person shall take, 
catch or kill in any one day or possess at any time from any or all inland waters more than 71/2  
pounds of bass or black bass, (smallmouth and largemouth) unless the last fish caught increases 
the combined weight to more than 7 1/2 pounds).
(ALL OTHER SPECIES) DAILY LIMIT
Pickerel 10
Whitefish 8
Smelts 2 quarts
Other Species No limit restrictions
OPEN WATER FISHING REGULATIONS (Biennial)
1992 through 1993
The table printed below contains special rules which may apply to waters in ANY county. Whenever any water is followed by an S and a number, you must refer back 
to this table to determine which special rule applies.
S-1: Closed to the taking of smelts.
S-2: Closed to the taking of smelts, except by hook & line.
S-3: Tributaries closed to the taking of smelts.
S-4: Use or possession of live fish as bait is prohibited. (The use of 
dead fish, salmon, worms is allowed).
S-5: Fly fishing only as defined on page 2.
S-6: Artificial lures only. (The use of flies is allowed).
S-7: Boundary waters with New Brunswick. See page 33.
S-8: Daily limit on trout and togue: 3 fish in the aggregate, not to include 
more than 2 trout and 1 togue.
S-9: Border waters with New Hampshire. See page 32.
S-10: Daily limit on togue: 1 fish.
S -11: Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 2 fish in the aggregate.
S-12: No size or bag limit on bass and pickerel.
S-13: No size or bag limit on bass.
S-14: Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 3 fish in the aggregate, not 
to include more than 2 salmon, 2 trout, 2 togue.
S-15: Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 3 fish in the aggre­
gate, not to include more than 2 salmon, 2 trout, 1 togue.
S-16: Daily limit on salmon, trout and togue: 5 fish in the aggre­
gate, not to include more than 2 salmon, 2 trout, 2 togue.
S-17: Minimum length limit on salmon: 16 inches.
S-18: Minimum length on togue: 16 inches.
S-19: Daily limit on trout: 2 fish.
S-20: Daily limit on whitefish: 3 fish.
S-21: Minimum length limit on trout: 12 inches.
S-22: Daily limit on salmon: 1 fish.
S-23: Daily limit on brook trout: 5 fish.
S-24: Open to fishing for all fish except trout, salmon and togue 
from October 1st to October 31st.
S-25: Smelts may be taken by use of 3 single-baited hooks 
spaced a minimum of four inches apart.
S-26: Daily limit on trout: 1 fish.
S-27: Minimum length limit on trout: 10 inches.
FISHING REGULATIONS - FORCE OF LAW AS PRINTED - Each biennial revision of this publication is filed with the Secretary of State and, as a result,the rules contained 
in this booklet have the force of law as printed herein. To determine the laws (as enacted by the Legislature) and regulations (as adopted by the Commissioner) for a particular 
body of water - first, review the General Fishing Laws (Part A) pages 2-4; second, become familiar with the General Fishing Rules (Part B) page 5 and third, refer to the Special 
Fishing Rules (Part C) pages 6 through 31 to determine if any special regulations are in effect for the specific body of water in which you are interested. Waters with special 
regulations are listed in alphabetical order by county along with the specific regulations which are in effect on each water body.
